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• Academic

• Crime

Honors program gets
new leader, direction

Police report
OUT arrests

By Brad Morin
Special to the Campus
Associate Professor of Mathematics Charlie Slavin's plan for
1997 is to learn as much as he
can.
After 14 years in the University of Maine Department of
Mathematics, Slavin is taking
over as the director of the Honors Program. Slavin takes over
the position vacated by Professor of English Ruth Nadelhaft,
who has retired from the
UMaine. During his four year
appointment, he hopes to increase the program's visibility
on campus and improve the cohesiveness of its students and
faculty.
"I think it's a secret on campus," he said of UMaine's program, possibly the oldest of its
kind in the nation..
He wants to accomplish this
in two ways,physically and personally. Hoping to interact extensively with students and faculty, he has spoken in some classes about the program. He also
asks faculty to recommend advisees to the honors program that
would benefit from the experience.
Slavin is currently working
on a web site, although it currently only contains the phone
number and address of the build-

ing. He has also published a
newsletter,"Minerva," to inform
students about events. He hopes
that both of these projects will
be taken over by the honors students themselves.
According to Slavin,"an important piece of the program is
the community." Slavin hopes
to increase the cohesiveness and
interaction of the community of
students and faculty within the
program. New features of the
honors program include the
"Honors Tea"on Wednesday afternoons, where students can talk
with their teachers about their
final papers for the course.
Abby Lester, a UMaine senior, said that these lunches are
a good idea."We need as much
guidance as possible," she said.
Another new feature is a
First-Class chat room for honors
students to share ideas and interact.
"A general problem at the
UMaine is the lack of cohesiveness in the community," said
Tony Brinkley, an honors professor and a member of the English department.
He feels that some of Slavin's
goals for the program are needed campus-wide.
"[Slavin] brings real creativity and energy to the program,"
See HONORS on page 5

By Kathryn Ritchie and
Paul Livingstone
Maine Campus staff

Charlie Slavin is the new director of the Honors Program.
(Dave Gagne Photo.)

• Economics

Minimum wage increase
should benefit students
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus Staff

into society as adults."
The federal minimum wage and
the minimum wage in Maine were
Current college students and increased from $4.75 an hour to
recent college graduates should $5.15 an hour on Sept. 1, 1997.
benefit from an increased mini- The Bureau of Labor Education
mum wage,as the majority of min- conducts research projects and proimum wage earners are 20 years of duces publications in an attempt to
age or older, according to a fact eliminate misinformation regardsheet produced by the Bureau of ing labor issues such as minimum
Labor Education at the University wage.
The increase in minimum wage
of Maine.
"Economic times are especial- is needed because the economy is
ly bad for those in college or just not improving as much as it seems,
leaving. They are having trouble said William C.Murphy,the assisfinding decent jobs and this is de- tant director of the Bureau of Lalaying marriage or leaving home," bor Education.
"There is a misleading picture
said Valerie J. Carter, a researcher
and sociologist at the bureau and that there is a healthy economy,"
the principal author of the fact
See WAGE on page 6
sheet. "It is delaying their entry

• Maine Bound

Wilderness exploration enhances education
By Kerry Motta
Special to the Campus

As a division of the Center for
Student and Community Life,
Maine Bound's main purpose is
to provide a means for students
to explore the wilderness.
Jeff Hunt, the assistant director of Maine Bound, cited five
specific goals of the program:

giving people the knowledge to
As is the case with most wilenjoy outdoor recreation for life, derness organizations, Maine
practicing critical thinking in a Bound is very environmentally
hands on environment,social and conscious. It accepts the fact that
Whether it be a day hike up
personal growth, understanding merely putting a human into the
Mount Katandin,a wilderness first
of the environment, and overall woods creates an impact on all of
aid class, or an ascent of 20,700leadership skills.
nature.
foot high Mount Chimborazo in
"If we meet those goals our
"We simply need to learn
Ecuador, Maine Bound offers it.
participants take away a sense skills to lessen that impact," said
of unique accomplishment and a Hunt. Maine Bound teaches its
growing appreciation for people participants to recognize endanand the environment," Hunt said. gered plant life, so as to be able
Maine Bound is not only an to step around it, and that feeding
adventure club, it offers classes animals damages their natural
for academic credit also. Heath- feeding instincts. Maine Bound
er Good,ajunior natural resourc- does not believe in leaving any
es major, took the Wilderness trace of humans, especially
First Responder class last fall.
waste. Everything that gets car"It was beyond what I expect- ries in, gets carried out.
ed, and it was worth it. It is the
In the month of September
first class I've ever taken that alone, Maine Bound is offering
gave me direct applicable skills," day hikes up Katandin, white washe said.
ter kayaking, rock climbing and
A Wilderness First Respond- more. Maine Bound also offers
er student completes the class an extensive line of equipment
with C.P.R., First Aid, and Wil- for rent. Hunt encourages all stuMaine Bound Assistant Director Jeff Hunt demonstrates a derness First Responder certi- dents to visit the Maine Bound
paddling technique to a student in the Introduction to Kayak- fication, all nationally recog- office, on the first floor of the
ing class. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
Union, for more information.
nized.

Testing the limits of the law,
five people were arrested for operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol this week in
Orono.
At 10:30 p.m. Monday,Orono
patrolman Scripture attempted to
stop a vehicle traveling towards
Orono on College Avenue. Not
immediately pulling over,the car
continued onto campus, finally
stopping in the Memorial Gym
parking lot. Discovering tbe driver, Seth Geible, 26, of Lagrange,
to be intoxicated, Scripture arrested him. Geible was also cited
for operating without a license.
Only after making the arrest
did Geible notice the knapsack
lying under the stopped car. Apparently,Geible attempted to kick
it under the vehicle before police
noticed. It contained a plastic bag
enclosing ten smaller bags filled
with marijuana. The amount of
drugs led Scripture to add furnishing to the summons list.
Geible blood alcohol level was
.13 percent.
On Friday, Sept. 5, at 10:40
p.m., Officer Joel Small was
called to investigate the sound of
loud tire squeals. Finding the culprit, he arrested Christy Wilkes,
19, for OUI.
On Saturday, Sept. 6, at midnight, Officer Sherri Marquis
stopped a vehicle containing two
juvenile women.The officer discovered from the driver that the
See OUI on page 4
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• New developments

• On trial

Sinn Fein stance criticized by IRA

Rovelli extradited in bribery case

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)— Northern Ireland's peace talks hit a new
snag today when the Irish Republican Army criticized its Sinn Fein allies for
renouncing violence.
The IRA said it has "problems" with Sinn Fein's decision July 20 to formally
stop its campaign of violence against British rule of Northern Ireland — a move that
permitted Sinn Fein to join peace negotiations slated to resume Monday.
What Sinn Fein leaders do "is a matter for them. Their affirmation of these principles
is quite compatible with their position," an unidentified IRA spokesman said in today's
Republican News,the joint IRA-Sinn Fein newspaper.
The unexpected comments provoked criticism from leaders of Northern Ireland's
pro-British Protestant majority, politicians who have been unwilling to meet with Sinn
Fein for negotiations.
The IRA statement "reveals the farce of the present talks setup," said Nigel Dodds, a
negotiator for the most hard-line pro-British party, the Democratic Unionists.
Sinn Fein's moderate rival for Catholic votes, the Social Democratic and Labor Party,
also criticized the IRA statement. "Clearly it is cynical and disturbing," said Alex Attwood,
one of the party's negotiators.

MILAN,Italy(AP)—Wall Street financier Felice Rovelli returned home to Italy
today to face bribery charges.
Rovelli, an Italian citizen, had lived in the United States for the past 15 years. He
was extradited by a federal court in Hartford, Conn.
He is accused of bribing court officials in Italy in a civil case in which his family won
a $653 million judgment against a financial company with ties to the Italian government.
Rovelli,34, maintains he is innocent and said he agreed to return to Italy to clear his name.
Rovelli was managing a successful $100 million international account at the Wall Street
firm of Neuberger and Berman when he was arrested May 30 in his hometown of
Greenwich, Conn., at the request of Italian authorities.
The ANSA and AGI news agencies said Rovelli was accompanied on his flight from
New York to Milan by two Interpol agents.
In a statement released by one of his attorneys, Rovelli said his decision to return
voluntarily to Italy was painful because it meant being separated from his wife and children.
Rovelli is in now in a Milan prison.
"I left behind my wife, my two children, my friends, my work — everything I tried to
build in these last 15 years," he said.
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• Standing strong

Democracy in China
not a plausible scenario
BEIJING(AP)— Western-style democracy is
not a cure-all and never will be adopted in China,
a Communist Party spokesman said Thursday in
advance of a major, weeklong party meeting.
The congress of the ruling Communist Party will map
out policies to take China into the next century. While
significant democratic reforms are unlikely to appear on
the agenda, the meeting is expected to discuss changes
including controversial plans to promote shareholding in
China's ailing and giant state enterprise sector.
The conclave will be a crucial test for party boss Jiang
Zemin, who also is China's president and heads the
military. It is the first Jiang has led without the backing
of his mentor Deng Xiaoping, the paramount leader who
died in February. Jiang hopes the meeting will consolidate his grip on power.
A key indication of his strength will be how many
supporters he can maneuver into top jobs. The congress,
held every five years, is to choose a new policy-making
Central Committee and other leadership posts.
Jiang was to deliver a keynote speech to the congress
Friday morning. A record 2,048 delegates were selected
for the meeting.
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• In office

Hashimoto retains post,
ushers in new Cabinet
TOKYO(AP)—Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto was re-elected president of the ruling party
today and chose a new Cabinet that signaled no
major shifts in the policies of his coalition government.
However, his new foreign minister could irritate
some of Japan's neighbors, and his appointment of an
ex-convict to another Cabinet post could cause friction
in the coalition.
Hashimoto won a second two-year term as leader of
the Liberal Democratic Party, but the endorsement was
a formality since Hashimoto was the only candidate at
the plenary session. He can now stay on as prime
minister until the next general election, which need not
be held for another two years.
Keizo Obuchi, the leader of the Liberal Democratic
Party's largest faction, replaced Yukihiko Ikeda as foreign minister. Obuchi is widely viewed as a party hawk,
notably because of his outspoken support for state visits
to Yasukuni Shrine,a controversial World War!!memorial that contains shrines devoted to war criminals.
His appointment is seen as a gesture to the party's
right wing, and could raise the suspicions of countries
such as China and South Korea, which are still demanding apologies for atrocities they suffered under Japan's
Imperial Army.
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Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Periodsofrain with some
thunderstorms possible in
the afternoon. Highs in the
lower to mid 60s.

Saturday's Outlook
Considerable clouds with
scattered showers. Highs in
the mid to upper 60s.

Extended Forecast
Sunday...Chance of
showers. Monday...Chance
ofshowers north. Fairsouth.
Tuesday...Fair.

Caribou
•

62°F
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• Business

Bangor smoke shop maintains open door policy
By Krista Marrs
Maine Campus staff

licensed and state approved, with the appropriate tobacco and occupancy permits. There
is an open-door policy with police, who
A unique environment greets visitors to have had no problems to date.
"I am very careful in doing everything
a new tea and tobacco shop on Columbia
Street in Bangor. Geared to adults, the shop right," said Ruhlin. "Authorities have consent at anytime to come in and inspect the
opened Aug. 1.
"Herbal teas, natural organic tobacco store."
Since opening, the store has only had a
and smoking pipes is what I specialize in
selling," said Chris Ruhlin, President of the few minor incidents.
"We got broken into the first night, but
Herbal Tea & Tobacco Co. "T-shirts and
natural cigarette papers are for sale as well." nothing got stolen and the people gotcaught,"
"I card everybody who comes in. I will said Ruhlin. "The only other incidents innot show any merchandise unless I see a volve kids trying to buy things without apphoto I.D. first," said Ruhlin. "I'm very propriate identification."
Ruhlin said the ratio of adults showing
strict with conditions in order to keep the
photo I.D.to those without it in the store has
store atmosphere clean and comfortable."
There are eight other stores in the state of been about 4 to 1, which does not cause too
Maine that sell tobacco merchandise, but much of a problem. Without an ID., the
customer is then asked to leave the store.
they also sell adult novelties.
According to Ruhlin,the response to the
"People who want to look at tobacco
products do not need to see rows of adult store has been good since the doors opened.
"Generation-X is predominately the age
novelties," said Ruhlin. "I am not really
against that, but I want my environment to range of customers, but baby-boomers and
even retired adults have been in to purchase
be unique."
The Herbal Tea & Tobacco Co. is fully merchandise," Ruhlin said.

Tobacco pipes on display at Herbal Tea and Tobacco Company. (Dave Gagne
Photo.)
The Herbal Tea & Tobacco Co. is open
Monday through Saturday from 12 p.m. to 8
p.m. The store is closed on Sunday because
of church services held across the street at
the Columbia Street Baptist Church.
"I want to let the people who attend the
church have their day."

Ruhlin is very optimistic about the future
of his business,even in its early stages since
opening.
"I hope to open up two more stores
like this one in the area," Ruhlin said. "I
feel the store's business is going tosontinue to excel."

•Technology

Thousands ofstudents log on to FirstClass service
All around the public clusters, one of
the most used software programs, FirstClass Intranet Client, has had a major
facelift and been expanded to better serve
the needs of the campus community.
Many of the improvements are subtle,
others are definitely noticeable.
"With this release,anyone with a FirstClass account can make a web page," said
Mike Scott, microcomputer specialist at
Instructional Technologies.
Scott explained that as a student, a
person could put up to five megabytes of
information into their Web space. America OnLine and other free servers like
Geocities only allow two megabytes of
space.
Larry Latour, a professor in computer
science,feels that the server space will be
beneficial to many students.
"As a computer science professor, I
can give server space to my students, but
many other departments don't have that
type of access to server space," said Latour.
Scott also explained that there were a
great deal of unexpected problems with
the new software.
"Originally, the server we had could
only handle 250 connections. This past
weekend we upgraded to having 2,000
clients on at once," said Scott.
Other enhancements make the software more advanced like other popular
programs such as Netscape.
Scott said that with the new FirstClass

client a person can open multiple sessions
Rebecca Eilers, the dean of the Col- software and accounts for new students
and can multitask many operations.
lege of Liberal Arts and Sciences, said it even before they step foot on campus,"
Another option with the new software is critical that first-year students "are said Eilers. Eilers also stated that she
is hotlinking within the FirstClass envi- connected with all the tools of the cam- hopes that FirstClass will serve as a virturonment. Hotlinking is a process where, pus."
al community, which strives to strengthen
with a configured World Wide Web brows"We're hoping next year to get the electronic communication.
er,a user can click on a Web address in an
e-mail message and the configured browser
will open the page.
The FirstClass system has grown since
its inception in 1991 as part ofthe Mac Act
program. Back then it had 300 users, according to Scott. Today there are approximately 8,650 users, a number which is
expected to grow as more students take
advantage of the system.
But even more impressive is that 162
classes have conferences in which students can talk about course material, send
questions to their professors, and even
pass in homework. There are also 86 student organizations that have conferences
itegistration Continues:
in FirstClass, Scott said.
With an new focus on academics, students have raised concerns of censorship.
"We're definitely not out to censor
-Itegistration tables at all bining
people," said Scott. He explained that the
Commons 9/8/97 4:30 pm- 6:30 pm.
moderators delete posts that are not on
topic and that people who post messages
in conferences should act as if they are
saying those statements in a public setting. Scott further stated that Faculty Sen-1tegistration tables in lobbies of
ate will be looking into establishing an
sindroscoggin, Palentine,part,
academic computer use policy.
Oxford, and Yorkfialls 9/10/97
Scott said that first year students in
The Colleges of Liberal Arts and Scienc3:00pm - 5:00pm.
es, The College of Education and The
College of Engineering are required to
have and use their FirstClass account.

Open
your mind

A011 MD AAA AZ(DM 11130 XSI A011 MD

AZ OM HBO X0

By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff

Come see why the Seven
Sororities are the largest
women's organization at
V- Maine.
PusIi

-Itegistration tables at all Dining
Commons 9/11/97 4:30 pm - 6:30pm.

You may learn
something about yourself.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
A011 MD MA AZ(DM HBO XS2 AM MD
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Sex Matters

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D

Q: Is it true for love.I suspect that most people look for a
that women only combination of both. This issue would make
have sex for love for an interesting late night discussion among
and men only friends.Let me know what you come up with.
have sex for pleaQ: What are the specifics of the phesure? Female,
nomenon known as "multiple orgasm"?
Junior
A: In other Male,Sophomore
A:It refers to experiencing more than one
words, "women
look for a reason; orgasm during a single episode of sexual
men look for a place." UGH!!! I certainly activity. In fact, one of the most frequently
hope you understand that while there are quoted findings of Masters and Johnson (the
differences in the way some women and famous sex researchers from the 60's)is their
some men approach sex, we're not so easy to report of multiple orgasms in many of the
categorize.It'sjust as reasonable to say some women they studied. This phenomenon was
women look for pleasure and some men look seen in only a few of the men they studied.

Because ofthis,some have interpreted this to
mean that women are "more sexual" than
men. And, believe it or not, others have
suggested that women who are multiorgasmic are sexually superior to other women
who have only one orgasm at a time. The
reality is the quality of the sexual interaction
is more important than the quantity. For men
who are interested in developing the ability to
have multiple orgasms, the book Any Man
Can(by Hartman and Fithian, 1984)provides
step-by-step instructions.
Q: What do you do if you're not in
the mood but your partner is? Female, Sophomore

OUT
car had been stolen. Both women were
charged with unauthorized use of a motor
vehicle and possession of tobacco. The
driver, 17, was also charged with illegal
transportation of alcohol, violation of a
learners permit, OUI and possession of
marijuana. The passenger, 16, was also
charged with illegal possession of alcohol. They were referred to juvenile intake
and 3rd District Court.
Also on Thursday at 12:57 a.m., Officer Michael Burgess stopped a vehicle on
Long Road on campus.The driver, Nathan
Bowfinger, 22, was arrested for OUI.
Officers Burgess and Christopher
Hashey were investigating a noise complaint Thursday at 2:17 a.m. when they

A: Follow your instincts. You're not in
the mood,so tell your partner. Talk about it.
Maybe after some discussion you'll change
your mind, and maybe not. One hopes you
have the kind of mutual respect in your relationship to allow for such differences ofopinion, interests, and perspectives.
Q:How do you know if a girl is experienced? Male,First-Year
A: By "experienced" I assume you mean
sexually experienced. Well, it's not like you
can look at someone and "tell" what's happened to them sexually, if that's what you're
asking. If it's really that important to you,
why don't you just ask her?
from page 1

saw people drinking in the Stewart Commons parking lot. The officers warned the
group against driving,but the advice didn't
stick. A vehicle was later stopped containing the same people previously at the
parking lot. The driver, Tara Mullins, 19,
was arrested for operating after suspension of her license and OUI. She was also
summoned for illegal transportation of
alcohol.
In other police business:
'Responding to a loud music complaint
in Gannett Hall on Sept. 10 at 8:26 p.m.,
Officers Scott Curtis and Hashey summoned Jeremiah Grahm, 19, for furnishing alcohol to a minor and possession of
alcohol by a minor. Two other subjects

were refered to the Conduct Committee.
'Officer Chris Gardner stopped Andreas Galeati, 24,on Squawpan Road and
summoned him for operating after suspension.
"Five bicycle thefts were reported in
the Memorial Gym, York Hall and Fogler Library bike racks. In two of the
thefts the rear tires, rims and gears were
stolen.
'Three incidence of car damage were
reported in the parking lots by Stodder,
Colvin and Knox.
*Last week's damage to Stevens Hall

when four fire extinguishers were set off
on the first and second floor has been
estimated in excess of $1,000. Three of
the four stolen extinguishers have been
recovered and processed for finger prints.
The police are still looking for anyone
who has information about the case.
Public Safety Tip of the Week:
In light of the week's traffic violations, pedestrians should be careful when
crossing the street and using the sidewalks.Lieutenant Alan Stormann stressed
that Maine has a zero tolerance law for
those under 21.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Writing for
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Advertising Sales: Here is your chance to set your own
schedule, work on commission, and talk to local businesses about
advertising. If interested, call Erin Smith at 1-1273.
Local News: Anyone interested in writing for the local news
section, contact Kathryn Ritchie at 1 -1 270 or attend the writers'
meeting every Monday at 5 p.m., 4th floor Chadbourne Hall.
Style and Sports: We're also looking for style and sports writers.
For style contact Derek Rice at 1-3061. For sports contact Bill
Stewart at 1-1268.
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• Biology

Negative stereotypes give bats a bad name
By Jodi Sokolowski
Maine Campus Staff
On Schoodic Peninsula a local ranger
discovered a bat lying on the ground after
it had been hit by a car. He brought the
bat to Dr. William Glanz, professor of
Zoology, to be identified. The bat is one
of several bats that is a "species of concern" in Maine, said Guthrie Zimmerman, Zoology graduate student.
There is a need to monitor and preserve bats and their habitat, according to
Dr. Glanz.
"Habitat is blamed as the leading cause
of species decline and extinction in the
20th Century," Zimmerman said.
Zimmerman's masters' thesis, about
the habitat selection of bats, is being
funded by a grant awarded by the National Parks Service, Glanz said.
"The National Parks Service is required to manage, preserve and invento-

ry all species of animals,including bats,"
Glanz said.
The lack of information about bats
has placed them on a high priority list,
said Glanz.
Contrary to popular belief, bats are
not blind, Zimmerman said.
"They actually have very good vision,
better than you and I," he said."Although
in the pitch dark, bats rely more on their
echolocation calls which prevent them
from flying into trees."
Echolocation calls are soundwaves
emitted by bats which bounce back to the
ear, warning the bat of objects in its path,
according to Zimmerman. The bats use
these calls to screen the area for food,
mainly insects.
Bats use their Echolocation ability to
"see" things in the dark.
A bat detector called the Anabat II,
lets researchers record bat calls, which
Zimmerman demonstrated.

Honors

from page 1

said Brinkley.
The honors program is an interdisciplinary program with faculty drawn from
departments on campus ranging anywhere
from English to math and physics. Students participate either by invitation or
recommendation from a faculty member,
and must maintain a "B" average each
semester.
The program explores philosophy and
the ideas that have shaped Western culture, the nature of science and its relationship to culture and society, and students also do independent research for a
final thesis and oral exam- usually within
their major.
Honors classes are small, with 10 to
12 students in first and second year classes and five to seven students in the other
classes. Slavin says that the final thesis is
particularly important because it requires
students to investigate a topic so deeply
that it becomes a part of them.
There are presently about 200 stu-

dents in the program, and often there are
80 to 100 students enrolled in the first
year classes. Of those, only 30 to 35
finish the program with the final thesis.
Slavin doesn't know if he wants this
attrition rate to change. Many students
find they do not have the time,the course
is not right for them, or they are unsuccessful academically.
"I want to encourage them to pursue
the opportunity and then decide," he
said.
Slavin also possesses a strong belief
in an undergraduate thesis for students
because it forces them to be involved in
more research. He says that such a thesis
benefited his education. According to
Slavin, this position was a job that he
simply could not pass up.
Slavin still considers himself a teacher, rather than an administrator. The director of the honors program is the "one
administrative position that I would feel
comfortable with on campus."

Stop Smoking.
4
American Heart ilt
Association V
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"The high frequency Echolocation
calls are greatly above a human's audible
rate," Zimmerman said.
But the Anabat II has a division ratio
to bring the bat calls down to the human
range of hearing, he said.
The chirping buzz of the call is used to
locate insects for food. The bats increase
the frequency to focus more directly on
their target, he said.
Zimmerman's thesis focuses more on
the foraging of bats; their feeding area
and habitat.
"What's the deciding factor of where
bats choose to make their habitat?," Zimmerman asked.
"We're trying to find out if they are
foraging for food or looking for open
space so bats won't run into things," he
said.
Foraging sites require the combination of an area easily maneuverable and a
plenitude of food, Zimmerman said.
Zimmerman's goal is to try to assess
Maine's coastal wetlands for the foraging of food by bats.
"It's frustrating working so hard to
conserve these beneficial, ugly, flying
rodents because people have historical
fears about bats," Zimmerman said.
"Bats are difficult to study because of
their bad reputation being associated with
rabies and vampires," Glanz said.
"But that reputation is changing due
to new technology to study them," Glanz
said, "like putting radios on bats."
Not all bats carry rabies, Zimmerman
said. In fact, half of one percent of the bat
population carries rabies, according to
Bat Conservation International.
"The rabies factor is very small," said
Beth Chase,junior wildlife ecology major
who assisted Zimmerman out in the field.
"Raccoons, foxes, and skunks have
more cases of rabies than bats," said
Shanti Shoemaker,senior wildlife ecology major who also assisted Zimmerman.
To increase the knowledge of bats,
Zimmerman is developing baseline data
for future comparative studies such as a
species inventory of which kinds of bats
live in Maine.
There is a lack of quantitative data on
the importance of bats in Maine and other
areas, Zimmerman said.
The reason is due to the lack of interest and the difficulties in studying bats,
he said.
For purposes of grant requirements

and Zimmerman's thesis, he had to spend
time out in the field studying the bats,
mostly at night since bats are nocturnal
animals.
Schoodic Peninsula and Mount Desert
Island are two places at which bats are
greatly studied.
"Mount Desert Island is a better place
for bats for two reasons," Zimmerman
said.
First, here is more open water in the
form of fresh lakes and ponds since bats
need plenty of water to drink.The second
reason is more feeding area,Zimmerman
said.
Schoonic Peninsula, parts of which
are a protected national park, does not
have enough open area,according to Zimmerman.
On private land on the peninsula,oldgrowth trees were cut down. The trees
were previously used by bats as a roosting forest. Roosting is the bats daily hibernation by hanging upside down in
trees in the middle of the day, according
to Zimmerman.
"Bats are the only mammal that have
true flight; powered flight," Zimmerman
said. A misconception is that flying squirrels really fly when they only glide, he
said.
Bats have an extremely high metabolism which requires them to eat often and
to conserve their energy.
"Bats have a high metabolism because
of their ability of flight," Zimmerman
said. "Flying is energetically costly."
The best time to study bats, according
to both Glanz and Zimmerman,is during
the night and summer when they are most
active. Bats hibernate six months out of
the year.
Rarely do researchers study bats during their roosting since sixty percent of
their stored body fat is lost in one arousal, Zimmerman said.
"When one wakes up, he wakes the
others," he said.
And when this happens, the bats must
replenish their energy that was lost. Food
is scarce in the winter and awaking bats
from their roosting in winter is dangerous to their survival.
"People have become more receptive
to learning about bats," Shoemaker said.
"Bats are very interesting mammals.
They may look ugly but they can be an
important element in the animal community," Glair/ said.

HIRING

ROSUCTI ON
Qualified applicants will have experience with
Macintosh environment and some knowledge of
page layout. Experience with PageMaker,
Photoshop, Illustrator etc. is desirable, but no
completely necessary. Must be able to work
Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday nights 5p.m. on.
Apply with us soon at:

The Maine Campus
4th floor Chadbourne Hall at front desk.

arn valuable Job kill

ASS 1 S T ANT

Photographers
needed at
The Maine Campus
The Maine Campus is now hiring staff
photographers.
Requirements: Must have dark room
experience and your own equipment.
Contact: Dave Gagne at 581-3059 or stop
by the Maine Campus in Chadbourne
Hall, 4th floor.
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• Expansion

New Union promises mini-mall, media center
performing area for student plays or movies. The new facility could contain additional lounges, meeting rooms,a gallery,
The Memorial Union Expansion Com- atrium and a lobby.
Student organizations will have their
mittee met Thursday, forming five subcommittees, to concentrate on various own spaces altered and expanded. Plans
are being drafted for a "Student Media
aspects of the proposed union project.
The subcommittees will work on their Center." The proposed center would inown until Oct. 2, when they will meet as clude The Maine Campus, WMEB, and
a full committee to begin drafting a final ASAP, which would all be moved into
report. Past reports have been over 100 the building and located in proximity to
one another. Student government and
pages long.
other organizations will remain in the
for
ideas
discussed
The committee
union.
The
students.
many different services for
Dwight Rideout, dean of Student Sersubcommittee
is
amenities and services
vices
and chair of the committee, said
in
mini-mall
working on the plans for a
that
once
the report is completed, the
near
the
the busiest area of the building,
bidding
for
an architect will begin. BidInformaentrance. This could include an
ding
procedures
will last approximately
bank,
tion Center, a computer cluster,
month
and
the
architect
will need six to
a
hair
darkroom, box office, travel agency,
to
develop
a plan. The
eight
months
salon,convenience store, post office boxcomplete
construction
of
the
new facility
es, copy center, news counter, computer
renovation
of
the
current
union are
and
store and vendor space.
expected
to
span
15
months.
"We're
The union's food service facilities are
shooting
for
Fall
of
'99,"
he
said.
also being considered for expansion. PosThe union's square footage will be
sible additions include a pub, restaurant,
coffee shop, bakery, fast food,and an ice doubled to approximately 100,000
cream shop. There are also plans for a square feet, and will be able to accomBrad Morin
Special to the Campus

• NRA

Heston claims right to bear arms
WASHINGTON (AP) — Speaking as
an officer ofthe National Rifle Association,
actor Charlton Heston said Thursday the
Second Amendment right to bear arms
should take precedence over free press and
free speech guarantees in the Constitution.
"The Second Amendment must be considered more essential than the First Amendment," Heston said in a luncheon speech at
the National Press Club. "This may be a
bitter pill to swallow."
He said the nation's forefathers realized
that individually owned weapons are needed to protect the rights of individuals.
"A free press is vital to a free society,"
Heston acknowledged. But he added,"The
right to keep and bear arms is the one right
that allows'rights'to exist at all ... There can
be no free speech ... without the Second
Amendment to fight for it."

614 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
(between McDonald': and Doug's) 827-1976

SKEETER'S
Redemption Center
WELCOME BACK
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENTS
WE HANDLE YOUR
MESSY EMPTIES
'Fast, Friendly Service*
*Clean & Moderate facility*
•S&H Green Stamps*
'Monthly Drawings*
'Convenient Location
and Parking'

Hours: Tue.-Fri.:8:30-5:30
Sat-Sun:8:30-4:30
Closed: Mon.

Add 10% To Your Returnable
Amount With This Ad.
(Offer Expires 10/15/97)

modate a university population of 11,000
students.
"Right now we're an institution of
9,500. We keep talking, and I hope we
reach 11,000," said Rideout.
The 25-member committee, co-chaired

by Jenn Nelson, Student Government
president, and Ryan Carnegie, Association of Graduate Students president, is
half students and half faculty. University
of Maine System architect Dave Wilson
also participates on the committee.

• Medical

Bar Harbor firm begins research
AUGUSTA (AP) — Harder lobster
shells,better pearls and new improved medicines for osteoporosis and kidney stones
are seen as possible fruits of a research
partnership between Maine and Utah companies.
The partnership announced Wednesday involves AquaBio Product Services, a
marine research center based in Bar Harbor, and NPS Pharmaceuticals Inc. of Salt
Lake City, a research and development
firm specializing in calcium control in humans.
Under the deal,AquaBio gets the right to
new information that benefits aquaculture,
and NPS gets anything that helps its medical
research to benefit humans,said Ira Levine,
AquaBio's chief operating officer.
Gov. Angus King, who attended the
announcement of the partnership, said it
represents "exactly the kind of new industry that we want to attract to Maine" and
"puts Maine at the forefront of marine
biotechnology innovation."
Under the agreement, the Maine firm
gets to use NPS' proprietary technology
and materials such as molecules in studies
ofcalcium physiology offish,shellfish and
other marine organisms.

In return, NPS gets a 6 percent share of
the Maine firm, with an opportunity to
acquire a larger share. In addition, NPS
gets a access to new knowledge about the
regulation of calcium that may be applicable to humans.
Calcium is of key importance in many
aspects of the life cycles of many aquatic
species, including the adaptation of fish to
fresh and salt water, shell formation and
egg development.
David L.Clark of NPS said the partnership will bolster AquaBio's ability to research areas like production of caviar in a
way that would spare the egg-producing
fish from being killed so they could produce more eggs.
Researchers are looking at how to raise
fish like flounder in more kinds of underwater conditions, said Levine. APS is also
interested in ways to improve the production of pearls and to make shells oflobsters
and crabs harder to enhance their value.
APS was founded by H. William Harris, Edward Brown and Steve Hebert, Harvard Medical School-affiliated researchers
who discovered that specialized proteins
that "sense" calcium in humans are also
present in many aquatic species.

"All dictators began by confiscating
arms," he said.
Heston said that too often a "conniving" media uses the First Amendment in
attempts to erode the guarantees of the Second and urged more balanced reports when
reporting on gun issues.
"Again and again,Ihear gun owners say
how can we believe anything the anti-gun
from page 1
media says when they can't even get the
facts right?" Heston said."For too long you Murphy said. "Some are doing better, but come," Murphy said. "There will be more
have swallowed manufactured statistics and some are not."
money in the economy because they will be
fabricated technical support from anti-gun
While the minimum wage has been in- buying more Pat's Pizza."
organizations that wouldn't know a semiau- creased,it still remains too low,Carter said.
"Students will be less in debt and have
to from a sharp stick. And it shows."
"Minimum wage began so individuals more money in their pockets," Carter said.
The 72-year-old actor was named first would have a living wage," Carter said.
Dawn Nadeau, a second-year student
vice president ofthe gun lobby in May after "But the wage hasn't kept up and is way who has an off-campusjob where she is paid
he was elected to the association's board of below the comparable level. Even at $5.15 minimum wage and a work-study job on
directors.
an hour, the typical household is below campus,agrees that the increase is positive.
Heston said he had three goals while in poverty level."
"An increase in pay is always good,"
office: seeing the American people elect a
The beliefthat increased minimum wage Nadeau said. "Students need all the money
pro-gun president, help rebuild an NRA has a negative effect on the economy and they can get but then there will be more
"with the political muscle and clout to keep businesses is a myth or is far outweighed by taken out of checks also."
a pro-Second Amendment Congress in the positive effects, Murphy said.
Mary Skaggs, the assistant director of
place" and to raise $100 million for NRA
"If people make more, they will spend student aid and the coordinator of student
programs and education by the year 2000. more and this helps the economy," Murphy employment, said that students who work
said. "It is also damaging to think that an on campus will be affected by the increase.
increased wage decreases job opportuni"The increase affected the pay scale in
ties, because there is information out there more than one area,so it wasn'tcompressed,"
that refutes that."
Skaggs said.
An increase in pay for individuals just
Because students are awarded a maxiYou may learn
above minimum wage and an initiative to mum amount that they can earn throughout
something about
work more efficiently are other positive the semester, an increase in pay will allow
yourself.
effects of the hike, Murphy said.
them to work fewer hours, Skaggs said.
The effect on college students will be a
"An employer may have to hire more stumicrocosm of what occurs nationally, Mur- dents to cover this loss in hours," Skaggs said.
The Maine Campus
phy said.
Although there are ramifications for
UPlaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
"Students will have more disposable in- employers, Skaggs said that she supported
the increase.
or
"People are worth $5.15 an hour," she
Hearing
Language,
Speech,
problem?
Do you have a
said.
"There are a lot ofpositive ways to look
There are Speech, Language and Hearing services available for UM students
at it and the negatives can be worked out."
and their families, here on campus at:
Jon Lewis, director of Campus Living
The Conley Speech and Hearing Center
Dining Services,also contends that students
are worth the increase but is cautious.
North Stevens Hall
"People have to understand that the
Diagnostic and therapy services are provided at no cost to students.
will be passed on to the consumincrease
If you want more information contact us at:
Lewis, who oversees about 200
said
er,"
581-2006
students. "It's great if people can live
WE WANT TO HELP!
with that."

Wage

Open
your mind
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• Legislature

Public to determine use of state surplus
AUGUSTA(AP)— Facing the "wonderful problem" of deciding what to do
with tens of millions of dollars in found
money, legislative Democrats Thursday
said they will go directly to the people for
suggestions.
Leaders of the majority party in the
State House said they will hold more than
a dozen public forums, and perhaps more
than three dozen,in towns all over the state
to gather opinions on what kinds of tax
relief people want.
Twelve meetings have already been
scheduled,four more are tentatively scheduled,and as many as 40could be held before
the Democrats wind up their meetings.
People who have ideas but can't attend
forums are being asked to mail their suggestions to the State House.Democrats also plan
to send questionnaires to Maine households.
The state collected nearly $60 million

more than projected during the fiscal year
that ended June 30. A little more than half
of the money is already committed, but
$28.4 million remains available for tax
relief.
In addition, a doubling of the cigarette
tax is projected to generate $27 million a
year for tax relief.
"We have a wonderful problem" of
deciding how to use the money,said House
Speaker Elizabeth Mitchell of Vassalboro.
While saying they would go into the
forums with an open mind,the Democratic
House and Senate leaders advanced a few
ideas that have surfaced amid discussions
among their caucus, which is being informally surveyed.
Some of those ideas are tax incentives
for small businesses that create more jobs,
tax credits for higher education,and encouraging broader participation in Maine's "cir-

cuit-breaker" property tax relief program.
Democratic lawmakers were also asked
how to rank other forms of continuing tax
breaks, including reductions in Maine's 6
percent sales tax,income tax relief for lowincome Mainers and tax breaks for research and development.
"We want to hear how you spell relief," said Senate President Mark Lawrence
of Kittery. "Which of these needs is most
important to you?"
Democrats will not attempt to scientifically poll those attending the forums,
said Senate Majority Leader Chellie Pingree, of North Haven, adding that leaders
are "trying to engage them in the debate."
Costs of the various proposals will be
provided to those attending the forums.
Republican leaders have also polled their
legislative members on what to do with the

surplus, said Rep. Robert Spear of Nobleboro, the ranking Republican on the Taxation Committee.
"They, in turn, have been meeting and
listening to their constituents on that issue," said Spear.
House Republican floor leader James
Donnelly of Presque Isle said his party is
willing "to work in a bipartisan fashion"
with the Democrats, but singled out income tax relief as a high priority.
"Our top state income tax rate is too
high. It kicks in at a very low income level,
having a negative impact on taxpayers and
the overall economy," said Donnelly, who
also invited taxpayer suggestions.
As the two caucuses solicit ideas, the
Taxation Committee is working on recommendations for spending the un-allocated
tax revenues and the revenues from the
higher cigarette tax.

• Foreign policy

Mitchell returns from peace mission in Ireland
"I haven't had the opportunity to see the lence principals are critical to the talks.
statement or the context in which it was "We still regard them as serious and
made," he said. "Until I see the state- important," he said.
The British and Irish governments last
ment I won't make any detailed comment
year appointed Mitchell to oversee the
on it."
The IRA said it had "problems" with negotiations effort. The goal is a comthe renunciation of violence that its Sinn promise way to govern Northern Ireland,
Fein party allies have accepted to enter where majority Protestants and minority
Roman Catholics have battled for deNorthern Ireland's peace negotiations.
The anti-violence pledge was crafted cades, but little progress has been made.
by Mitchell, chairman of the talks that
Mitchell said he was not surprised by
began among nine other parties not in- the latest blow up, as work toward peace
cluding Sinn Fein in June 1996.
in Northern Ireland has been riddled by a
Sinn Fein renounced the use of vio- step forward and a step backward. "We
lence in July in order to participate in the shouldn't get discouraged," he said.
peace talks, slated to begin Monday.
Since Mitchell left the Senate in 1995,
Thursday's published interview em- he has divided his time between Washphasized that Sinn Fein was in no posi- ington, New York, Maine and Ireland.
tion to tell IRA leaders what to do and He said he missed coming to Maine most
reaffirmed the IRA's refusal to start dis- weekends as he did while serving in the
arming during the course of negotiations, Senate. But he did manage to in a threea key Protestant condition.
week vacation on Mount Desert Island
iff's deputies she knew nothing about the
Mitchell said accepting the anti-vio- this summer.
blades found in the shoes she left at the
jail. Reached later at her Lyman home,
she declined comment.
No charges have been filed against
Joyce Schoff or her son, but the investigation was continuing.
Superior Court Justice Nancy Mills
approved Wednesday a request by the
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
jail and the state Attorney General's OfSteven
Schoff
move
to
Maine
the
fice to
Correctional Center in Warren,the state's
so-called Supermax.
Authorities also told the judge they
FRoN
W
12212MMIIP were concerned about the discovery
Wednesday morning that a chunk of cement wall in Schoff's jail cell had been
damaged.
Schoff's attorneys argued against the
transfer, saying the York County location made it easier to meet with their
client.
.4-v;*Courage Under Fire @ $5.99
*Jerry Maguire @ $7.99
Schoff is charged with shooting
*phenomenon @ $9.99 v
"I% Jungle 2 Jungle
O'Brien — a man he met at a bar hours
Jack
$9.99
$9.9
*
9
earlier — three times with two guns.
Schoff can withdraw his guilty plea if
Opening early at 9:00 a.m.
_
defense lawyers can persuade the SuSaturday, Sept. 13
preme Judicial Court to bar some of the
Be there early! Supplies are limited. Some restrictions may apply.
statements he made to police.

PORTLAND (AP) — Former Sen. celebration.
Mitchell's daughter attended WaynGeorge Mitchell, in town Thursday to
speak at a private school, said life has flete, which kicked-off its year-long cenbeen hectic since he left Congress — tennial celebration Thursday night with
with his days dominated lately by the Mitchell's remarks.
Mitchell's return to the United States
peace process in Northern Ireland.
Mitchell flew back from Ireland late coincided with a potentially peace-threatWednesday nightand spentthe day in Maine. ening statement Thursday from the Irish
"I miss the Senate. I especially miss Republican Army.
Mitchell said he could not comment
the daily interaction of Maine people,"
Mitchell told reporters before speaking on the latest development because he
at the Waynflete School's 100th birthday hadn't seen any statements from the IRA.

• Crime

Hacksaw blades
smuggled to prisoner
ALFRED (AP) — A Portland man
awaiting sentence for murder has been
transferred to Maine's most secure prison after authorities found three hacksaw
blades concealed in a pair of sneakers
being delivered to him at the York County Jail.
The mother of Steven Schoff Jr. denied knowledge of how the blades wound
up beneath the insoles of the Converse
high-tops she dropped off at the jail Tuesday night, officials said.
Earlier that day, Schoff, 26, of Portland pleaded guilty to murder in the April
1996 shooting death of Devin O'Brien,
20, of Kennebunkport at a gravel pit in
Lyman. The plea, which has yet to be
accepted, would cap Schoff's sentence at
30 years.
The hacksaw blades in the sneakers
left for Schoff were found during a routine inspection, Maj. Dennis Daniels,jail
administrator, said Wednesday.
Two of the blades — which are used
to cut through metal — were 12 to 14
inches long, Daniels said. A third was
half the size. The glue underneath the
insoles was wet.
Daniels said Joyce Schoff told sher-

One day only MEGA Movie Sale!

Old Town Plaza
VIDEO
.
Stillwater Ave.
25% off new movies for sale and HUGE

savings on the hottest previewed movies
starting at $5.99.
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• Army

Survey shows rampant sexual misconduct
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Army issued a searing indictment of itself Thursday,
asserting that "sexual harassment exists
throughout the Army, crossing gender, rank
and racial lines." Sexual discrimination was
found to be even more prevalent and the
service's rank and tile "uniformly do not have
trust and confidence in their leaders" on the
issues, the study said.
The Army accused commanders ofignoring the problems and allowing inappropriate
behavior to be "commonplace," contending
leaders were more focused on combat deployments and cutbacks than taking care of the
needs of their most vulnerable soldiers.
The service's largest-ever study of sexual
harassment was ordered in the aftermath ofthe
scandal last November at the U.S. Army Ordnance Center in Aberdeen, Md., where drill
sergeants preyed upon young female recruits.
Appearing grim-faced at a Pentagon news
conference, Army Secretary Togo West attempted to draw a distinction between sexual
harassment, which he said "continues to be a
problem" throughout the service,and the sexual abuses — rapes and assaults — at Aberdeen.
"What happened at Aberdeen was an aberration," insisted West. "Sexual abuse of
trainees and soldiers is not endemic in the
Army."
Both West and Gen. Dennis Reimer, the

Army chief of staff, pledged the service will
move forward to eradicate sexual misconduct
and punish abuse.
"We will continue to come down hard on
it, wherever we find it, and we will stamp it
out," Reimer said.
Paying closerattention to giving each member of the military the respect and treatment
they are due does not mean "we've suddenly
gone all warm and fuzzy," West said,citing a
century-old Army dictum that "ifyou treat the
troops with respect, they will reward you in
return."
Currently, 14 percent of the Army's
480,000 soldiers are women and they are
needed in the event of war, Reimer said.
The two-volume study was accompanied
by an Army inspector general's report on the
Army's training program,and a separate "action plan" aimed at fixing many of the problems turned up by a senior review panel. The
action plan recommends,among other things,
requiring a week of training for recruits on
ethics and moral values and a revamping ofthe
selection and training for drill sergeants.
White House spokesman Mike McCurry
said President Clinton believes the actions
being taken by the Army will help prevent
sexual misconduct. He said the president
"views with concern all allegations of sexual
abuse and sexual misconduct."
The study by a panel ofretired,active-duty

and senior Army officials said that "incidents
ofgender bias,sexism and sex discrimination
occur often throughout the Army." Indeed,
sexual misconduct is so commonplace, the
study said, that "soldiers seem to accept such
behaviors as a normal part of Army life."
It said that sexual discrimination "is more
common through the Army than is sexual
harassment," and that the Army's attempts to

educate its trainees and leaders on the issues
have failed.
Many of the Army's commanders do not
attend training sessions that are meant to deal
with such issues, and the panel found the
training to be ineffective and deemed to be run
only by women and minority members.
See ARMY on page 9

• Education

Testing plan passes Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
gave overwhelming approval Thursday to
President Clinton's plan for national reading and math tests after an agreement was
reached for an independent board run the
voluntary program.
But a House vote was put off until Tuesday because ofslow movement on a massive
spending bill. The testing plan faced strong
opposition there from an alliance of liberals
and conservatives.
And even though the Senate gave Clinton a victory on testing, it voted 51-49 to
strip the Education Department of control
over much ofits spending power by converting as much as $13 billion of aid it administers for kindergarten through high school
education into direct grants to school dis-

tricts.
"That is, in effect, a back-door attempt
to abolish the Department of Education,"
said White House spokesman Mike McCurry. "We'll have ample opportunity to reverse that decision as the legislation goes
forward."
The testing proposal "took a major step
forward today,and we believe it will prevail
in the end," McCurry said.
Clinton savored his 87-13 victory in the
Senate, where only conservative Republicans opposed him.
Conservatives say the tests threaten local control of what children should learn.
Liberals who oppose the tests say they will
See EDUCATION on page 9

Student Government Elections for
the General Student Senate
Will be held on Thursday
September 25, 1997
Any Activity Fee paying Undergraduate interested in
running for a seat in the GSS can pick up nomination
papers in the Student Government Office. (3rd floor,
Memorial Union)
The Nomination papers are due on Wednesday, September
17th at 3:00 pm in the Student Government Office.
For more information, call the Student Government Office
at 581-1775.
Paid for by the Fair Election Practices Commission
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• Protection

District judge blocks driver privacy act
COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP)—A federal law
that prohibits the release of personal information from driver's licenses and car registrations is unconstitutional,a judge ruled Thursday in blocking enforcement of the law in
South Carolina starting this weekend.
State Attorney General Charlie Condon
had challenged the Driver's Privacy Protection Act of 1994 on behalf of media groups
from five states and two national media organizations. Condon contended the law was an
improper infringement on states' rights.
U.S. District Judge Dennis Shedd agreed,
ruling that Congress "clearly exceeded its
power."
He said the government,which argued that
the law would prevent stalkers from tracking
their victims,failed to show that it was necessary to protect a constitutional rightofprivacy.
Drivers should not expect their names,
license numbers, addresses, phone numbers
and photographs to be private, the judge said.
Shedd's ruling blocks enforcement of the
law, which is to take effect nationwide on
Saturday, in South Carolina only. The only
other state to challenge the law so far has been
Oklahoma, where the case is pending.
"This is a real victory for open governments and open records," said Bill Rogers,
executive director ofthe South Carolina Press
Association. "South Carolina already has a
very good law to protect people from stalkers
and harassing phone calls."

Education
be used to further brand low-achieving students from impoverished school districts as
inferior.
The tests, to be given first in March
1999,would measure fourth-graders for their
reading ability and eighth-graders for their
ability to do math, including some algebra
and geometry.
The 90-minute tests would be based on
fixed standards of whatchildren should know
and be able to do in those two core subjects.
Other achievement tests commonly measure students against a shifting norm, or
average.
"The measure they have embraced will
help parents ensure their children have mastered the basics of reading and math," Clinton said after the Senate vote. "This is
another example of what can happen when
people of good will of both parties ... look to
the future and not to the past."
The Senate votes were on amendments
to an $80 billion spending bill for the Education, Labor and Health and Human Services departments, which the Senate later
approved.
A pending House amendment by Rep.
William Goodling,R-Pa.,to block spending
on the test will be considered Tuesday when
the House resumes work on its version ofthe
spending bill. Differences between the House
and Senate bills will have to be worked out,
meaning the final outcome of the proposal
still must be decided.
The vote to convert much of the Education Department's spending to block grants
was sponsored by Sen. Slade Gorton, RWash.He said the amendment would cut the
heavy paperwork costs of school aid while
sending money to school districts, based on

Thirty-four states make motor vehicle
records public in some form,according to the
Reporters Committee for Freedom ofthe Press.
The federal law would restrict almost everything in state motor vehicle records thatcan
be looked up using a license plate or driver's
license numbers, unless an individual agrees
to its release.
The law was sponsored by Sen. Barbara
Boxer,D-Calif., in response to the 1989 slaying of actress Rebecca Schaeffer, who was
killed at her California home by a man who
used a private investigator to obtain her driver's records.
The law,however,might not have prevented Schaeffer's slaying, since it would keep
motor vehicle records open to police, private
investigators, insurance companies, credit
agencies and direct-marketing companies.
States that did not designate their records
as secretcould face federal penalties of$5,000
a day. State workers who give out such information could be penalized $2,500 each time.
"We are very disappointed by Judge
Shedd'sdecision. Wethink that driver's privacy protection is an important anti-crime measure," said David Sandretti, Boxer's spokesman in Washington.
Justice Department spokesman Joe Krovisky said he could not comment because the
agency had not seen Shedd's ruling. Agency
officials have 60 days to decide whether to
appeal to the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-

motor vehicle records,and these records conpeals, he said.
property of the states," Shedd wrote.
stitute
Supreme
U.S.
the
Shedd relied partly on
media groups that challenged the law
The
Brady
Court's June ruling on the so-called
press associations of South Carolina,
the
were
could
Law,in which thejustices said Congress
Virginia, West Virginia and
Carolina,
North
not make local police do criminal background
checks on people who want to buy handguns. Maryland-Delaware, and the Newspaper As"Unquestionably, the states have been, sociation of America and the American Sociand remain ... responsible for maintaining ety of Newspaper Editors.

Army

from page 8

The survey said that:
The report also found that the victims of
—Seventy-eight percent of the women
sexual assault are given little assistance. Also,
men believe that Army standards are inequita- and 76 percent of the men interviewed had
ble and that women are made to perform to less experienced "crude or offensive behavior"
during the past year.
demanding standards.
—Seventy-two percent of the women and
"It clearly is not a pretty picture," commented Rep. Jane Harman, D-Calif., a mem- 63 percentofthe men had experienced "sexist
ber of the House National Security Commit- behavior" and that 47 percent of the women
tee. "I commend the Army for taking a hard, and 30percent ofthe men received "unwanted
comprehensive look at how soldiers behave sexual attention."
—Fifteen percent of the women and 8
towards each other."
Maj. Gen. Richard Siegfried,the primary percent of the men and experienced "sexual
author of the study, told reporters that he coercion" and that7 percentofthe women and
believed the report revealed a pattern more of 6 percent of the men experience "sexual asinappropriate conduct than major sexual sault.
While one two-star general and a number
abuse.
"We don't have soldiers cowering in fear of mid-level officers have been reprimanded
of being sexually molested. It isn't there," the for the problems at Aberdeen,top Army leadtwo-star general said. But the service needed ers declined to identify the disciplined officers
to detail what problems it did find in order to by name.
Maj.Gen.Robert Shadley,the formercomsolve them, he said.
of the Aberdeen training base, has
mander
panel
second
a
Foote,
P.
Brig.Gen.Evelyn
a reprimand and plans to contest it.
received
of
incidents
"The
member agreed, saying,
conducted the study over a 10panel
The
minor."
very
from page8 truly criminal behavior were
meeting with 35,000 soldiers
period,
month
But, she argued, "sexual harassment in amy
at 59 Army installations.
commanders
and
the wealth and population of a district. No form is inappropriate behavior."
one would get less under the amendment.
Help for disabled students would be exempted.
Special aid to poor districts would be
based on the number of poor children but
with no regard for what states spend on
pupils. Critics said that special formula still
amounted to block granting the $8 billion
Title I program for low-income students,the
300
biggest part of the $13 billion.
cash back*
But Gorton said he was trying to save
Power Macintosh'65o0/225
money by cutting the paperwork attached to
32/2GB/t2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/12
Zip Drive/Ethernet/10)d
those federal dollars.
cash back*
Now $2428 (or 842/monttl).* BEFORE REBATE
"lam convinced that our school boards,
PowerBook'1400c5/117
12/75oMB/t1.3" OSTN display
teachers and parents do know more than the
Now Sa.595 (Or $3o/month)•• BEFORE REBATE
bureaucrats here in Washington,D.C." about
how to spend the money, Gorton added.
Opponents said the measure would give
local districts too much leeway, allowing
programs such as bilingual education and
cash back*
charter schools to be gutted. An Education
Power Macintosh'4400/2oo
Save another
t6/2GN/8EC0/Multiple Scan 15AV/1.2
Department analysis said the action would
Ethernet/Kbd
prevent funding of the testing plan.
REBAll
BEFORE
**
$35/1nOnT11)
Now $1.818 (or
$50
O....a....
Previous Republican Congresses have
cash back*
tried to abolish the Education Department,
Color StyleWrIter 2500
and Republicans attacked the department in
Now $23900 WORE MATE
the
But
showed
polls
elections.
1996
the
effort cost Republicans votes.
The Senate agreement on standardized
tests hands control of testing to the National
Assessment Governing Board, an independent board created by Congress to run existNow is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
ing tests known as the National Assessment
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
ofEducational Progress.Those tests measure
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
trends rather than individual achievement.
The 25-member board would be made
*This Is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple
campus reseller today for complete details.
more bipartisan by adding a governor, two
Visit the Computer Connection
mayors and two representatives of business
28 Shlbles Hall • Orono, ME o4469
and industry.
NOM: Mon. 1011m-4:3onnl a TutS.-Ffi. 8:3oam-4:3opm

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$200

100

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

Phone: 5/13-2510 • Fax: 581-25o3 • URL: http://ccweb.umeamainceau/

Volunteer.

Amariccin Hepart
Association

PowerBook Iowa above has an optional 8XCD ROM available for $ing
...Offer expires October to, .997. Pao payment of interest will be required for 90 days. intIMest aCcruIng during the 9o-day period will be added to the
principal and will bear interest. which will be included in the repayment schedule. For example, the month of May s, tow, had an interest rate of
ta.ao% with an Annual Pettentale Rate (APR) of 1-3.81%. A monthly payment of $01.46 for the POW. Morintosh 6sosalaaS systent is a., Cittenate based
whkh Includes a WWI. PutthaSe pine of So,lob and a 6% loan ongination fee. Interest h variable based on
On a total loan amount of $
the Pnrne Rate as reported on the sth business day of the month in The Wall Street lOurnal plus •spread of 3.9% the Apply Computer loan Isas an
8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty and is subtlest to credit approval. Monthly payments may vary depending on &dual computer system
prices, total loan amounts, state and local sales taxes and a change in the monthly variable interest rate. 0199/ ApPle Computer. Inc All rights reserved.
Apple. the Apple logo. Mac. Macintosh, Paved:took, Power Macintosh and StylelMiter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. OneScannier
and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Apple Mail in rebate offer valid horn bcTy ta. I997 through October to, Isw. while supplies WM
and sublect let availability. Void when, prohibited by law See participating resells, for further rules and details. All Mar intosh computers ale designed
to be accessible to individuals with disability. To hant mow (U.S. only), call Soo-boo-70a or 119 1100-759-0601.
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Exams could improve education

cocetut____

ight budgets and apathetic students have led to a significant
decline in the quality of public
education nationwide. American elementary and high school students,once world leaders in standardized test scores, now barely
rate in the top 10 and often graduate without
the writing and mathematics skills necessary to succeed in college.
As graduating seniors display the negative results of experimental teaching and assessment methods, political figures at both
the state and national levels have rediscovered the issue of education, and staged a
return to traditional fact-based assessment.
President Clinton has proposed a program that would rate fourth-graders' reading skills and eighth-graders' math skills.
The measure passed in the U.S.Senate Thursday by an overwhelming margin. According
to Clinton, such a program would help parents ensure their children have mastered the
basics of reading and math." However,individual school departments have the choice
of whether to administer the tests or not,
proposed to begin in 1999.

T

A similar program, known as the "New
Standards Project," has been gaining ground
on the state level. The plan requires that
school departments redesign curriculums,
aligning with a state-determined skills inventory, or risk losing accreditation.
Skills tests such as Clinton's plan or"New
Standards" are the first step toward exit exams for each grade level in public schools,
not unlike New York's long-standing regency exams. Well-crafted exams have the potential to greatly improve American education, but unless they are universally required
and affect a student's permanent record,they
will not be taken seriously.
Critics claim that exit exams are unfair,
citing bias or elitism. However,a line has to
drawn; to require that students display a minimum level of academic achievement is not
elitist.
America's public education system desperately needs attention. Assessment programs do have merit, but unless skills tests
are given some authority, they can be nothing more than hollow campaigning and a
waste of government funds.

Sobering news
n light of numerous OUI arrests in
the Orono area last week, it's plain
that many people still don't comprehend the danger of drunk driving. Five such
incidents in the past week is a shameful record
for Orono residents and the University of
Maine student body. UMaine Public Safety
will and should boost its patrolling for the
next week if this trend continue.
Considering that the university and town
police readily supply ample inforniation on
the hazards of drunken driving, there is no
practical reason people would choose to endanger their lives and the lives of others.
Unfortunately, these laws get in the way of
some young people's idea of fun.
For those who believe drunk driving law
and enforcement has begun to control one the
nation's most notorious highway killers, the
statistics are surprising. Among young people ages 18-24 last year, 2,609 were arrested
for OUI. These are the formative ages during
which a person can develop a habit or an
addiction to alcohol. Over 3,000 drivers ages

/

25 to 34 were taken to jail for OUT last year.
One of the few recreational activities that
can be said to be truly classless, in both
contexts, drivers young and old, student and
non-student, operate under the influence.
Thirty-eight 15 year-olds were arrested for
OUT last year.
And still, the drunk driving laws seem to
be too lenient. Maine's zero tolerance law
shows no mercy to underage drunk drivers,
but the number of underage drivers arrested,
1,551 last year alone, shows many people
are not getting the message. Three out of the
five peoply arrested last week in Orono were
under 21. Even third-time offenders still
have a chance to regain their license within
two years.
While driving the streets of Orono this
weekend, be wary. For every drunken driver
police arrest, several more are doing their
best to navigate the streets trying not to hit
anything. And unless the police catch are
lucky enough to catch them, they inevitably
do.
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• Letters to the Editor
• FEPC Chairman
responds
To the Editor:
In the Sept. 10 edition
of The Maine Campus appeared an editorial titled
"GSS needs new faces."
This editorial made several ridiculous statements
that I'd like to address.
First of all, in the year that
I have been chairman of
the Fair Election Practices Commission, I haven't
had any complaints or
heard rumors about
botched elections. To me,
it sounds like The Maine
Campus needed more bite
to the editorial and decided to add things that were
true a long time ago. This
is certainly not the case
today.
Second, this editorial
addresses GSS' inactivity. I agree that at time the
senate is not as effective
as it could be. But when
was the last time The
Maine Campus pushed an
issue into the forefront of
our minds? I haven't seen
this happen since I became
a student last fall.
Third, and most importantly, The Maine Campus
complains that we whine
about the bad press. I wonder why... The picture on
the Sept. 3 edition says my
name is FEPC. The
"quotes" about the referendum were from Sen.
Kelleher, not Sen. Duke.
What had press?

The senate has just
started the year, yet we
were already being attacked by a paper that
doesn't even have its facts
straight. This poor reporting makes me think we
should rename the paper
The Maine Enquirer. Nah,
The Maine Campus just
needs some new faces.
Jon Duke,
Senator,
Stewart District,
FEPC Chairman

• TUB needs larger
venue

didn't hold the numbers
that larger electric bands
(i.e. Brown Hornet and
The Rustic Overtones)
were able to sustain. We
do agree that we need a
larger venue, but until one
is available, the Bear's
Den will have to do.
The Union Board appreciates the coverage of
this event and of the fact
that we are being recognized. We are always open
to suggestions and new
members. Thank you.
Zack Reinstein,
President

To the Editor:
In the Monday issue of
The Maine Campus, there
appeared a review of last
Thursday's Brown Hornet
show in the Bear's Den.
This review, written by
Derek Rice,suggested that
the venue was not suitable
for the aforementioned
band. He put forth the notion that smaller acoustic
acts, such as those known
as coffee house acts,
would be more appropriate.
Having worked with
the booking of events for
The Union Board over the
past few years, we have
found that to be inaccurate. In fact, last Thursday's event was one of our
largest turnouts ever. We
have in the past tried
smaller acoustic acts (i.e.
Ani Clark and Don
White); however, they

Chris Hilton,
Vice president
The Union Board

• Keep up the good
work
To the Editor:
Travis Dandro is a genius. Make sure you keep
him all to yourself while
you can. Then, later,
when the whole world realizes how funny he is,
you can say, "We knew
that a long time ago."
Keep up the good
work.
David Meiklejohn

Your opinion
matters

Correction
In the Sept. 10 Maine Campus, Vice President for
Financial Affairs Chris Washburn, was mistakenly referred to in "Campus to vote on fee increase" as Sen. Chris
Washburn. In the same story, Ryan Eslinger is chair of the
Governmental Procedures Committee, not the Governmental Proceedings Committee,as was reported. Also,the
president of the Panhellenic Council is Hillary Maher.
Lastly, this article was intended to be continued on Page 5,
but the short remainder of the story was not published.

Write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
1.11-1alne's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Just don't send
flowers, bud
f you want to brighten
someone's day and you
don't know what to
say, say it with flowers.
That's what hundreds of people did in Maine Wednesday,
as florists gave away a dozen
red roses to anyone who
wanted them, as part of Good
Neighbor Day. The only catch
was that people had to promise to keep one rose for themselves and give the rest to
neighbors and friends.
A florist at the Airport
Mall in Bangor gave roses to
about 400 people before running out before noon. In Winslow, a long line of people
waited for their bouquets.

/

"You're not mad at me,
are you?" I asked.
"No. It's just that I didn't
know what to think."
Apparently she had second thoughts, for when I
called her two weeks later
she refused to talk with me.
We haven't talked with each
other since.
It's a sad commentary on
society when a guy can't
give a girl flowers without
raising suspicions of ulterior motives. I wondex what
my friend would have
thought if! hadn't given her

^

Death's posthumous platitudes

By Ryan
Robbins

ying has long been the forgotten, but she's suddenly be- greatness.(So what if the Bay of
best career move and come the most charitable soul on Pigs failed? He probably had a
reputation booster the planet, even in death beating more marvelous plan up his
But when it's not Good flowers in June but on Good
around, second only to saving the out Mother Teresa for the title. sleeve, which we'll never know
about.)
Neighbor Day, what does it Neighbor Day instead.
life of a small child. The latter is And charitable acts will be carPerhaps I'm not in tune
of
while
talking
And
we're
mean to give someone flowusually preferable, because to get ried out in the name of Princess
society. A woman on
with
the good name death brings you, Diana for generations to come, death as a political move, who ers?
Late Late Show
"The
the
that
sensed
I
This summer
well, you have to die, which can thanks to a new heavenly pay- can forget the pomp and circumSnyder" last
Tom
roll. Only four days after being stance of Dick Nixon's funeral? a friend was feeling down, so with
be a real drag.
that men
Snyder
told
All wrongdoing, both public setting up, the Diana Princess of Hushed commentators stared at I decided to cheer her up and month
flowers
women
send
and private, seems to be magical- Wales Fund raised $160 million. his coffin for hours, talking about brighten her day. I had a sim- who
ly erased from the collective For every minute of air time, a how great a man he was, forget- ple arrangement of flowers should be honest and admit
the flowers are more than a
memory when one's heart stops dollar was apparently dropped ting the blunders of Watergate sent to her work place.
and his endless series of lies to
When I talked with my gesture of good will. Snyder
beating. The recent death of Printhe American public.
friend on the phone 10 days agreed.
cess Diana is, of course, what
For too long society has
The music careers of several later, she was cold. I asked
brought this subject to mind. Pichad a queer double standard
celebrities have flourished once her what was wrong.
they've met their maker. Elvis,
"I think you know," she when it comes to relations
Jim Morrison and Kurt Cobain said. "I think you like me as between the sexes. If a man
sends a woman flowers, he
were all turned into teen idols on
more than a friend."
"And why would you think must be up to something.
their death beds. If any had lived,
She can ask him to join her
what are the odds that their wrin- that?" I asked
kly, stubble-filled faces would
"Sending me flowers? for a quick bite to eat, and
nobody thinks anything of it.
grace magazine covers, T-shirts That's a bit much."
if he asks her whether
Yet
me
for
wall
today?
velvet
hangings
much
bit
a
it
account.
Was
and
bank
Diana's
into
and
her
of
tures
eulogies have
like to share a pizza,
she'd
I
thing?
their
in
a
Very
died
such
They
done
slim.
Mother
much
how
TerKnow
have
to
flooded the airwaves for the last
must be up. If he
known
something
had
We
so.
the
marketable,
prime,
most
one
Not
think
death?
in
don't
raised
has
esa
11 days,starting 10 seconds after
especially long
two
her,
than
calls
more
for
go.
unfortunate,
to
time
though
other
each
her death and lasting until who cent. The people who benefited
must want more
me
he
asked
distance,
all
always
course!
She
Of
can't complain
years.
from her kindness in Third World
knows when.
conversation.
casual
apI
insight.
than
or
die
will
for advice
She's been referred to as ev- countries are probably lucky if that much because I too
Of course, this all boils
preciated her respect for me,
erything from The People's Prin- they have two quarters to rub to- someday. But I think I'll go much
easier remembering that I don't and I respected her. I thought down to reading between the
cess to the best British royalty gether.
Circumstances of one's death have to be a saint to be remem- that sending her flowers was lines, a skill I've never been
had to offer. Not once have I seen
the least I could do. When I good at. When I say somea headline reading, "Adulteress also seem to affect how one will bered as one.
chose the arrangement, I thing, I mean it. UnfortuDies." It seems her much-publi- go down in the history books.
Kathryn Ritchie is the city edmade sure the florist under- nately for me, when I sent
cized affair has been forgotten, John F. Kennedy is not rememstood the flowers were for a my friend flowers I unwitbered as an adulterer but as a pres- itorfor The Maine Campus.
for better or worse.
friend. He directed me to the tingly broke the sacred covNot only have her flaws been ident shot down on the verge of
all -occasion section of the enant between friends of the
FTD catalog. The arrange- opposite sex.
Sometimes the simplest
ment I chose was called "Festive Wishes." "Brighten gestures in life are the nicsomeone's day..." the de- est.., and nothing more.
scription reads.
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of
Ryan Robbins is a jourMy friend acknowledged
ideas among members of the university community. Letters to the editor
that she hadn't been feeling nalism and psychology mawell and she said she did en- jor and is the opinion editor
should be no longer than 250 words. Guest columns should be
the arrangement. She apol- for The Maine Campus.
joy
approximately 600 words. Submissions should be typed, double-spaced
twice for reading too
ogized
and must include full name, address and phone number. Anonymous
much into an innocent gesture.

D

By Kathryn
Ritchie

Editorial Poll

letters will not be published without a compelling reason.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton

By Israel Skelton
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For Friday, September 12
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Don't
limit yourself to people and places you know all
about this year. You will get a great deal of pleasure
from travelling further afield than usual _ although
that need not mean to the ends of the Earth. And if
you're looking for romance, you could be surprised
how easily you find it.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): You must practice what you preach today or you will leave yourself open to criticism _ and others may take advantage of it. Don't take short cuts and don't try to get
something for nothing. You really don't have to
when you have so much going in your favor anyway.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Venus, your
ruler, moves into your opposite sign of Scorpio
today, a sure sign that relationships of all kinds are
about to enter a gentler, more tranquil phase. The
only danger is that you could, over the next few
weeks, be a little too forgiving. Avoid becoming an
easy touch.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): The earlier you
start today the quicker you will be done. The quicker
you are done the earlier your weekend can begin. But
make sure that what you have to do gets done properly. Don't cut corners or your reputation could take a
nose-dive around the time ofTuesday's lunar eclipse.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Don't make life
more complicated than it needs to be today. With
Venus, planet of love and beauty, entering one of
the most dynamic sectors of your chart you really
don't need to work up a sweat. Things will happen
for you at the right time and in the right way. Go
with the flow.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Make the effort to
please your nearest and dearest today even if you
don't think they deserve it. This is one of those
occasions when, if you show you don't bear any
grudges, you will do your reputation a great deal of
good. You're quite big enough to rise above petty
disputes.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): The good news is
you can get away with almost anything today. The
bad news is_ exactly the same as the good news. You
may be tempted to do something outrageous but if it
exceeds the bounds of good taste by too wide a
margin you won't be flavor of the month for long.
LIBRA(Sept.23- Oct.22): Venus,your ruling
planet,leaves your birth sign today and crosses into
that area of your chart which governs what you own
and what you earn. Consequently, this could be a
risky time for you, especially if you have your eye
on something you can't afford.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Tough decisions will come easy to you now as Venus, planet of
charm, joins Mars, planet of aggression, in your
birth sign. If a situation calls for tact, you will use it
and win the day. If a situation calls for a more
forceful approach, you will temper your aggression
with diplomacy.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. n- Dec. 21): It is not
like you to have secrets _ you seldom keep anything
to yourselffor long. But planetary activity in the most
sensitive area of your chart suggests there is something you would rather the world did not find out
about. Avoid embarrassment. Keep it to yourself.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 -Jan. 19): Teamwork
is essential today and for several days to come. With
Mars and Venus transiting that area of your chart
which governs friendships and group activities you
can easily persuade others to see things your way.
Just make sure your way is the right way.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): How important is a personal ambition? It may be important to
you but how important is it in the greater scheme of
things? Would the world be a poorer place if you
decided to do something else, something a little less
demanding? Don't be afraid to think along those
lines today.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): With funloving Venus moving into your fellow water sign of
Scorpio today you are liable to be daydreaming
about exotic people and places. However, other
planetary influences tell you that travel plans will
have to wait. There are more important matters
which must be seen to first.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, September 13
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Aim to
learn something new each and every day for the
next 12 months. An impossible target? Not really _
the only thing that is difficult is remembering to do
it. The secret of happiness is to never stop learning _
you will always be young at heart.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): With any luck
you will enjoy a quiet weekend as there are no
major aspects making your life either particularly
easy or difficult. But great changes are taking place
behind the scenes and by Tuesday you will know
what they are. Get plenty of rest _ you may need it.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Tuesday's
Lunar Eclipse suggests you are about to face a crisis
of confidence. Some of the things you believe in
will no longer appear quite so certain. Some of the
things you disagree with may, after all, have an
element of truth in them. Forget about your pride _
it's the truth that counts.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Major changes
in your home and working environments are signalled by the approaching Eclipse. The more you
try to avoid them the harder they will hit you, so
accept that one particular phase in your life is over
and look forward to the next. Nothing in life stays
the same.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Because next
Tuesday's Lunar Eclipse falls in your fellow Water
sign of Pisces you will probably quite enjoy the
changes it brings, especially if it means you have
more time to pursue a very personal quest for knowledge.Time spent pondering the meaning oflife will
not be wasted.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Although Leo is a
straightforward sort of sign you have secret passions like everyone else and there is one thing in
particular you are longing to try but won't because
you think others might disapprove. They may well
but,as long as it's lawful, why should that stop you?
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): People love
playing games: saying one thing but meaning another; dropping hints when they could easily tell
you the truth. To a certain extent you will have to
put up with this kind of behavior over the weekend
but don't let it go too far. Get angry if you think
someone is wasting your time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Get as much rest
as you can this weekend as Tuesday's Eclipse promises that the pace of life will step up a gear, maybe
several. Forget about all those little things you had
planned on doing .they really don't matter. What
matters is that you are fit to face what promises to be
a challenging week.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21): You can learn a
great deal about yourself this weekend: by observing other people. You like to think you are unique
but, of course, you are not. Human beings are remarkably similar and if you watch what others are
doing now you will see yourself in so many ways.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): If something important needs doing this weekend, make
sure you do it yourself. If you leave it to others it is
guaranteed they will make a bad job of it _ not
because they don't know how but because they
can't be bothered. A few days from now you will be
glad you made the effort.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Stick to
what you know best this weekend and don't be
tempted to argue with people on their home ground.
If you let them make the rules you are on to a loser
from the start, even though your ideas may be
perfectly sound.
AQUARIUS (Jan.20- Feb. 18): If you want
something enough you will find a way to get it. The
power of your thoughts will attract the kind of
circumstances and events that can make it happen.
Think long and hard about what you need in the
way of material things this weekend. Who knows
what tomorrow will bring?
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): Concentrate on
what you want out of life this weekend. You have
gotten so into the habit of putting others' needs first
that your own desires have been forgotten. Partners
and loved ones will be extremely demanding in the
early days of next week,so treat yourself while you
still can.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword
33 "Hold On Tight" SO Western based
on a Louis
group
L'Arnour story
34 Wolf's
51 Tears
give-away in
55 Mayflower
"Little Red
Compact signer
Riding Hood"
35 Good name for so Summaries
57 Immediate
a cook?
so Occidental
36 Its north of
tourist?
Liverpool
30 Auditory
DOWN
39 Launders, in a
way
I Trip instigator
40 Title for
2 Mineral suffix
Marquette
3 Run up the
41 Picnic
phone bill
hamperer
4 Bewhiskered
42 Tied up
5 Essays
44 Venomous
6 Clip component
snake
7 Galoots
47 Compulsive
•Certain plaintiff
at law
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 9 Toys since 1902
10 Touches base,
LANGE HATS EDER so to speak
ADORN ATRD )(REV/ 11 Fretted
GOMA D LOAM CARD instrument
SOMEOFMYPLOYS 12 Israeli seaport
SLAV
PAR
for Robin
JMBARR I E @DAMES 13 Drink
Hood
EAU SITAR STALIN 15 Tubes
ERIK NATAL ERIE
DI L LS LUZON CHE 20 Off course
S E T OEIT P EDE ROUT 21 Place for an
unwanted ring?
$OO
NERO
ANDSOMEPANOUT 22 Artist's place,
EOU I J ADA ATE1E0 perhaps
BUNK ANON TUNIS 24 Between: Fr.
BASE NILE EDSUL 2$ Everywhere

ACROSS

Taps
10 With 15-Across,
linguini topping
14 Connecting
flight?
15 See 10-Across
i6 Questioned, in
a way
17 Kin of hyper10 Could tell
19 Milk
20 Charge
23 Old World
evergreens
25 Bottom
26 Like loggers'
boots
31 River at Rennes
32 Just above
normal, in a
sense

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Puy% by Gerald A. Ferguson

27 This comes
before a million
29"Heyt"
n Undivided
30 Mild expletive
32 Some
AsianAmericans
34 Largest lake in
central Europe
37 Much-covered
R &B. song
311 Kind of market
42 Turn outward

43 Dash

a Clinches

44 Tribal chief
$2 Royal flush
necessity
45 Cameo, maybe
53 Kind of neck
46 Lick -promise
54 Former Union
member Abbr.
49 Wild party

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-728-3083 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Style and the Arts
• Coffee House series

Sampou a self-made artist doing what she wants
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
In one ofthe more popular Coffee House
performance in recent memory, a musicianstoryteller Les Sampou filled the Peabody
Lounge both with people and a rich, emotional sound.
Sampou is from Boston and spent 12
years making the club and coffee house
circuits before she was able to make a living
from her music. Her songs aren't about the
Northeast, necessarily, but are derived from
elsewhere.
"I write a lot about the South, I don't
know why,"she said before she began playing. "I guess I just have an affinity for
Southern literature and people."
Her opening song,"Holy Land," in fact,
echoed this promise with its imagery of a
trailer-park lifestyle and lament for never
leaving where you come from.
One of the best features of the Coffee
House Series is that the performers are close
to the audience and not separated by a barrier of any kind. Most are not nationally
well-known, which is not to say they are
bad. In fact, most are quite good. With
Sampou, one had an idea that she would
make waves on the national scene someday
soon.
Because of the intimacy of the performances,it is possible to show up long before
the scheduled start and hear the performer
tuning and checking volume levels.Sampou
played small fragments of songs while she

got ready for the show. This only whetted
people's appetites for what would come.
At times during the first of her two sets,
the lounge was full to capacity. Those who
straggled in a half-hour late were forced to
sit on the floor, which, in the Peabody
Lounge, is not a bad seat.
Sampou told as many stories asshe played
songs. It seemed that every song was prefaced by a somehow-related tale,either about
the song's origin, Sampou's inspiration, or
the derivation of the first line of the song.
These stories were almost as entertaining as
the songs themselves,and seemed to endear
her to the audience. She invited people to
speak up at any point between songs or at
intermission and said audience participation was one of the things she liked most
about performing.
"Sweet Perfume," the title track to her
latest album, is about keeping love alive by
trapping it in art. She likened the song to
Keats'"Ode On a Grecian Urn," calling it a
"Missouri hick version" of the poem.
Sampou didn't start playing music until
she was 25, and then had to put in years of
work to be able to play music exclusively.
She explained her identification with Joseph Campbell, who believed that if one
follows bliss, his or her destiny will follow.
Sampou's twelve years of hard work,
which have brought her to the point where
she no longer has to have a "real" job in
addition to her gigs,are a stark contrast to the
See SAMPOU on page 16

Singer Les Sampou plays to a crowded Peabody Lounge Tuesday night.
(Dave Gagne Photo.)

• In theaters

Action film rises above mindless norm
By Hunter Tzovarras
Maine Campus staff
There's a scene in "Face Off' where FBI
agent Sean Archer is attempting to stop his
son's murderer Castor Troy'sjet from taking
of byjamming thejet's take-off gear with his
helicopter. The camera follows the action
vertiginously, and with a dozen jump-cuts
and unique angles, as Archer and his team of
agents scream down the runway in pursuit of
Troy.Finally, with spectacular visual effects,
Troy crashes the jet into a hanger and a wild,
tumultuous gun battle erupts. Here we have
such a deftly written, acted, and directed
action scene,that almost any other film in the
genre would be content with it as a climax.
But this scene takes place within the first reel
of"Face/Off," and is not even one of the top
two scenes in the movie.
Director John Woo, whose previous work
include the two less laudable films"Hard Target"(1993) and "Broken Arrow"(1996), has
just about reinvented the action genre with
"Face/Off." With the film,Woo shows thatjust
because you have a film with a high body count
and turbulent action sequences, that doesn't
mean the rest of the film has to be dumbeddown. Woo takes the time to develop his
characters' pastand one-dimensional level.Not
only are the protagonist and antagonist welldeveloped, which Nicholas Cage and John
Travolta both get an opportunity to play, but so
are the supporting roles. Look at the way in
which Woo takes the time to show us the

emotions and concerns of Archer's wife, Eve
(Joan Allen), or how he creates an important
character outofTroy's girlfriend Sasha Hasseler(Gina Gershon).
I do not want to give away too much of the
film's plot,for much ofthe film's greatness is in
its unpredictable story. I'll give a basic synopsis
without ruining many of those surprises(if you
want the story to be a complete surprise, skip to
the nextparagraph).CastorTroy(Cage)attempts
to assassinate FBI agent Sean Archer(Travolta),
but instead the bullet hits and kills Archer's fiveyear-old son. Six years pass, and Archer — still
bereaved by the lossofhisson—hasdedicated his
life to apprehending Troy,now a leading terrorist. A tip leads Archer to Troy and,after a battle
atthe airport(paragraph one),Troy isapprehended.Butthere'sstill a problem:Before hiscapture,
Troy had planted a virulent biological bomb
somewhere in Los Angeles. The only person
other than Troy, who's now in a comatose state,
who knows the location of the bomb is his
incarcerated brother Pollux (Alessandro Nivola). Archer,reluctantly,goesthrough atop-secret
operation in which he removes his own face and
has it replaced by Troy's. Archer(now played by
Cage)is senttojail in hopesofgetting the bomb's
location from Pollux.ButTroy awakensfrom his
coma, forces the doctor to give him Archer's
face, and kills everyone who knows about Archer's operation. Troy (now Travolta) goes to
work atthe FBI,leaving Archerin prison asTroy.
Don't worry, the film explains the plot much
clearer than I have.
Woo is able to keep Mike Werb's and

Michael Collery's imaginary and outlandish
script under control and give it plausibility flow.
But Woo's most impressive work is in the
filming of the action sequences.
The action on the screen develops horizontally and vertically, systematically alternating
in many scenes. Woo films much of the action
with tight shots and wide camera lenses. In
many scenes,he also plays with the speed ofthe
film, slowing the frames to two or three times
less than normal speed, and adding classical
music or mellow songs as counterpoint.

In one spectacularsceneshowing subjectivity of viewpoint, the action is slowed to onethird normal speed as a young boy watches a
gun fight while listening to "Somewhere Over
the Rainbow" on a Walkman.
So much more can be said about this movie:
The originality of the settings,the great performancesbyTravolta and Cage,the symbolism in
many scenes, and the state of the art visual
effects add so much.
"Face/Off" is an exercise in great filmmaking.
It is the best film in the genic since "Heat"(1995).

From the home office at Beta Theta Pi
TOP TEN SIGNS YOU'RE A FRESHMEN
10) You call the lady scooping potatoes ma'am.
9) You are completely oblivious to the entire Hutchinson regime.
8) Your roommate is either someone you knew in high school. or your
prime suspect in the Olympic Park bombing.
7) You think $218 for a math book is reasonable.
6)You assume Stevens hall has always looked that spiffy.
5) You need a map to get around — your own dorm.
4) You're not yet aware of the surgeon general's stance on the dangers
of standing outside the union.
3)You are eagerly awaiting Wilde Stein's first concert.
2) You have 144 ball-point pens, every book required and immaculate
notes,but still have no idea where the hell any of your class buildings are.
I) You expect to be out of here in four years.

By Eric Simonds.
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• Style file

Internet offers alternative .H6 e:In•Tkili.11.11all•
By Erin Tucker
Maine Campus staff

site. This not only shows you the new colors
for the season, but also lets you get dressed
with your interactive wardrobe. There is a
My parents live in the perfect place. It's link that gives the latest job openings.
• http://www.jcrew.com J. Crew's
about a half-hour from Freeport, a halfhour from Kittery and 45 minutes from Web page includes an online catalog and
North Conway. I like to think of it as gives you the option of ordering your
heaven. I think quite the opposite of the own catalog.
•http://www.esprit.com gives much ingreater Bangor area.
By now you too have probably realized formation on Esprit as a company and their
that Bangor is not the booming metropolis clothing line. There are lists of job openyou had hoped it would be. The pickings ings, a link to request a catalog and a news
are slim when it comes to shopping.
link. However,Esprit is currently developThe mall is small, the boutiques are ing a new site.
nice, but there are only two that I can think
•http://www.kencole.com is the site for
of. There are a few thrift shops popping up Kenneth Cole shoes. This site includes an
in unexpected places, but other than that online catalog,a gallery ofadvertisements,
a list of retail locations and, last but not
you're on your own.
me
wrong,
I
get
spent
my
Don't
whole least, fun stuff. Fun stuff includes a cool
had
a
great
up
here
and
time,
summer
but I electronic Kenneth Cole postcard that you
a
very
out
on
important
aspect
of can send to your friends over e-mail —
missed
check that out!
my life.
I had to fill this void in my life, so I
• http://www.ninewest.com is the place
turned to the Internet. Once again comput- to go to register to win a Nine West warders save the day.
robe. There is a link dictating the nine
found
unbelievable
amounts
I
of fash- trends not to miss for the fall fashion seaion information. From makeup to clothing, son and a place to cast your vote for next
it's all there.
season's style.
So,as my civic duty, I have compiled a
This isjustthe beginning ofwhatis outthere
list of what is, in my opinion, the best of for you on the Web,so go explore and have fun.
fashion on the Web.
If you find a cool fashion or style Web site e•http://www.gap.com is the Gap's Web mail me at Erin.Tucker@umit.maine.edu.

• Performing arts

The Maine Campus recycles.

Professor to head recital
By Andrea Nichols
Maine Campus staff

Birch, Arnold Liver, Gloria Vollmers and
Robert Burns will be joining him on their
instruments to bring a varied array of
On Sunday September 14 at 2 p.m. the chamber music.
School of Performing Arts will present a
Dr. Wieck and his friends will be perfaculty recital featuring Anatole Wieck forming works by Beethoven, Ysaye, Paon violin.
ganini, Sarasate, Kreisler and Andriasov.
Wieck is a full-time professor at the Iosif Andriasov is a composer who is a
University of Maine and conductor of the personal friend and mentor of Wieck's.
University Orchestra. He attended Juil- Andriasov was born in Russia and studied
hard School ofPerforming Arts and from at the Moscow Conservatory in the 1950s.
there received his Bachelor's, Master's Wieck will be performing "Meditation"
and Doctorate degrees. He has been em- from one of Andriasov's early composiployed by the university for 10 years.
tions "Music Sketch" for solo violin.
This recital features not only Wieck
The faculty recital will be held in the
but many other faculty members from the Minsky Music Hall in the Class of 1944
university community. Diane Roscetti, building. Admission is $3.00 or free for
Laura Artesani, Beth Wiemann, Kevin students with a UMaine ID.

ESN

"Memoirs: Collage Portraits" is the current exhibition at Memorial Union's Holein-the-Wall Gallery (next to the Storefront). The exhibit, created by Sarah Faragher
and organized by the University of Maine Museum of Art, features collages both as
portraits and in the grouping of various personalities under in the individual glass
cubes. The spirit of the exhibit is to provide "small windows in to the lives of some
unusual people, as seen through the filter of[the artist's] own vision." Personalities
featured in the exhibit include Sarah Bernhardt, Walt Whitman and Orson Welles.The
gallery is free and open to the public from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Margarita's
We are now open for lunch
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays!
Join Margarita's for the...

Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association

rr

Al
400C11-1111430P.
Boston's hottest vocal band!

FIVE 41'111,414.k. S111.11901n
Hosted by the Maine Steiners
Saturday, Sept. 13th at 7:30 P.M.
Hauck Auditorium
(in the Memorial Union)
Admission: FREE!
beck out our II ebsite! http:/kowv4.geocities.com/collegeparkfunion/5699

SEPT 16th IS

FULL MOON MADNESS
AT EL CHEAPOS
Wed Sept 17 - Dance Party
with DJ Barry Lord
Thurs Sept 18 - Live Music
with Mona Ray
S.
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• Disease on TV

PBS documentary explores spending epidemic
For starters, avoid the mall and place your- with, or become, Cindy Crawford? Keep reNEW YORK(AP)— Don'ttalcethis wrong, level.Americans make upleasthan5percentofthe
world's population but use nearly a third of the self in domestic quarantine. Read a book,call a minding yourself: It won't. It just won't.)
but you seem kind of sick.
Sick ofworking so hard to pay forthings you earth's resources. Since 1950, Americans have friend, bake cookies with the kids.
"Affluenza" tells us that although no vaccine
Imagine the Joneses as the thriftiest, least currentlyexists,thecure forthis plague hasalready
don't even want. Sick of feeling like the more used up more ofthe earth's riches than did everywasteful people on the block.THEN try to keep begun as agentle revolutionofpeoplequestioning
you buy, the less you have. In short, sick of one who ever lived before that.
Despite its sobering message,"Affluenza" up with the Joneses.
chasing the greased pig that masquerades as the
the commercialization ofthe Good Life.
doesn't scold. Producers John de Graaf and
And asadvertising assaults you,view it with
American Dream.
On this upbeat note, Simon ends the hour.
You say you're willing to pay more for a T- Vivia Boe,along with hostSimon(a correspon- ajaundiced eye.(Ever notice how many com- "Affluenza is one malady we can cure by
shirt emblazoned with a fashion-forward logo? dent for National Public Radio), establish the mercials pack a sexual come-on,as if whatever spending less,not more,"he says. An argument
You say you treat yourself to a shopping trip understanding, sometimes bleakly funny tone product advertised will enable you to sleep worth buying.
of a family doctor treating a condition.
when you're feeling blue?
Amusing stock footage and dramatized vi- • Match made in Heaven?
Well,you'reshowing symptomsofaffluenza, the epidemic that lends its name to a docu- gnettes supplement personal stories from the
mentary airing Monday at9p.m.EDT on PBS. afflu-afflicted. Testimonials are voiced by experts ranging from champions of voluntary
You can't afford to miss it.
simplicity
(such as Vicki Robin, co-author of
so
little
to
SO
much
meant
"Never has so
CHICAGO(AP)— Mickey and the Mac itors and tube and ball chambers.
outset
at
the
the
best-selling
"Your Money or Your Life") are teaming up again. McDonald's Corp. plans
Scott
Simon
many," observes host
In addition to the standard fare ofhamburgof a program that traces how,in just 50 years,a to free-market Christian fundamentalists.
toopen several restaurants within Disney theme ers and fries, McDonald's also plans to serve
"The market in a very real sense is hostile to parks over the next year, the first brand-name pizza at the restaurants. The chain experimentnation's penny-saved-is-a-penny-earned frugalmania.
the
family," concedes Glenn Stanton of the fast-food restaurants allowed within the enter- ed with pizza years ago, but the idea failed to
into
consuming
ity has been transformed
ad
Christian
conservativegroupFocuson theFam- tainment complexes.
happiness,"
argues
an
"You CAN buy
catch on with Americans.Pizza is on the menu
in
the
show
—
ily.
"Quite
tragically,it brings in new consumfor a shopping mall included
"We are probably the two largest family at McDonald's restaurants in Canada.
"just don't pay retail." Starting to weaken, ers almost at any price."
The new restaurants will go beyond the
entertainmentbrands in the world,and they will
The most sought-after new consumers beshowcase opportunitiesfor us to really bring traditional marketing agreement that many
afflu sufferer? Well, keep your seat. That way,
are kids. A jaw-dropping sequence in "Af- the McDonald's brandexperience ali ve," Dean fast-food chains reach with studios. Generyou can't get to your wallet.
The impact ofaffluenza is keenly felt at the fluenza" shows the speaker at a marketing Barrett,,the fast-food chain's vice president of ally, restaurant chains pay studios licensing
personal level, Simon tells us. Despite more conference grandly talk of "branding chil- marketing, said Wednesday.
fees for the right to use film clips from
spending power and possessions than Ameri- dren and owning them."
Expanding on a 10-year exclusive global movies and to offer movie-based toys in
Commercial messages now routinely pene- marketing alliance reached earlier this year, meals for children.
cans could boast of in the 1950s, our current
trate schools as "educational" materials sup- McDonald's will open its first restaurant in
sense of well-being has actually eroded.
Some studio executives have criticized the
Our priorities seem out ofskew.More of us plied by Tootsie Rolls and Revlon.Channel 1, Walt Disney World's downtown area in De- alliance as a had deal for McDonald's because
visit a mall each week than a house of worship. the classroom TV-news service,delivers com- cember, followed by a second restaurant in it no longer will be able to offer promotional
On average, we spend six hours per week mercials to its captive audience every day(and February or March.
links to potential blockbuster movies from othshopping, yet only 40 minutes playing with our young eyeballs to its advertisers).
The first restaurant —a 10,000-square-foot er studios. Burger King,for instance, has said it
children. And placing further strains on our
This islearning?Perhaps students would be facility — will feature areas such as Hambur- profited greatly off its tie-in with "The Lost
family life,a million of us declared bankruptcy better served by a vocabulary lesson driving glar's kitchen and Ronald McDonald's dining World: Jurassic Park."
last year.
home a single word: "enough."
But Barrett said the alliance gives Mcroom. Grimace's game room will feature an
The bad newsextendsallthe waytotheglobal
"Affluenza" offers other suggestions.
interactive wall with mounted toys,video mon- Donald's many opportunities beyond movies.

Giants double-team tourists

• Death

Gravel-voiced actor Meredith dead at 89
LOS ANGELES (AP) — From the my time in Shakespearean companies and liked was that peculiar penguin-like quack
umbrella-wielding Penguin in the "Bat- only did art movies like Olivier, my po- I used in my lines."
man" TV series to. the irascible trainer in sition would be more dignified and more
Meredith won a supporting actor
"Rocky," Burgess Meredith created serious. I might even be a better actor. Emmy in 1977 for the drama special "Tail
characters who were lovable and memo- But this is America,and I'm a man moved Gunner Joe," as attorney Joseph Welch
by the rhythms of his time, so I'll just in the story of Sen. Joseph McCarthy. He
rable, if not particularly dignified.
was nominated for supporting actor OsThe raspy-voiced character actor, take amusement at being a paradox."
Stallone
saw
Meredith
as
twice-nominated for Oscars, died Tueskey to the cars for "Day of the Locust" in 1975 and
"Rocky."
day. He was 89.
"Rocky" in 1976. He didn't win either.
success of
in
performance
Meredith was born in Cleveland.
"Burgess Meredith always was to me
"I thank him for his
without
his
According to his son he was 89. He
an irreplaceable legend, a craftsman who `Rocky' because I truly feel
rarely comes along, not in one generation participation in the film it would never was educated at Amherst College before beginning his stage career in 1933
but in several generations," said Sylvest- have had its emotional core," he said.
er Stallone, whose "Rocky" was guided
"Rocky" was Meredith's first huge in New York.
His professional debut came with "Alby Meredith's curmudgeonly trainer.
hit, but his career already was filled with
Meredith, who suffered from melano- memorable roles: guardian of the dim- ice in Wonderland" — "I played the
ma and Alzheimer's disease, died at his witted giant in "Of Mice and Men," duck, the dormouse and Tweedledee."
Maxwell Anderson's "Winterset"
Malibu home with his family at his side, Ginger Rogers' suitor in "Tom, Dick
son Jonathan said Wednesday.
and Harry," war correspondent Ernie provided Meredith's star-making role
Meredith, who sometimes wrote, di- Pyle in "The Story of G.I. Joe," James as the tragic hero Mb. He repeated the
role in the 1936 film version and thererected or produced his films, in later Madison in "Magnificent Doll."
years often took roles that seemed beOn television he was best known as after divided his time between Broadneath his status as one of America's dis- Batman's foe, the Penguin. "I waddled way and Hollywood.
His most notable movie performance
tinguished actors.
like a penguin, which seemed rather obHe explained in 1967: "If I spent all vious to do," he once said. "The touch I came in 1940 with John Steinbeck's "Of

Sampou
more prefabricated bands of today who
produce one popular song and are anointed
as the second coming of the Beatles. It is
refreshing to see someone who has had to
work hard at doing what she wants and still
enjoys it to the point of being willing to
play a small show in Orono.
The subjects of Sampou's heartfelt,
bluesy songs ranged from Van Gogh,who
she said was "very good at sharing his
pain," to her grandmother Lou, who

BURN

from page 14
showed her the virtues of being old. She
also covered a few blues standards, reverting "Statesboro Blues" (a hit for the
Allman Brothers in the '70s) back to its
original form.
Anyone who missed the show and would
still like a chance to see Sampou perform
can go to the Sea Dog in Bangor Friday
night.Sampou will perform at9 p.m.and the
cost is only $1. She also has realized two
CDs and has another forthcoming in March.

Mice and Men." Meredith portrayed
George and Lon Chaney Jr. was the lumbering Lenny Small.
Meredith served in the military during World War II. Afterward, he co-produced a comedy,"On Our Merry Way,"
with Henry Fonda, Jimmy Stewart, Paulette Goddard and other stars, and directed the thriller "The Man on the Eiffel
Tower," with himself, Charles Laughton
and Franchot Tone.
Meredith was a strong character actor
in such films as "Advise and Consent,"
"The Cardinal," "In Harm's Way,"
"Hurry Sundown," "McKenna's Gold"
and "Madame X." He played Jack Lemmon's father in the 1993 comedy
"Grumpy Old Men" and its 1995 sequel,
"Grumpier Old Men."
Meredith was married four times: to
Helen Derby,actresses Margaret Perry and
Miss Goddard, and dancer Kaja Sundsten.
In addition to his son, he is survived
by his wife, Miss Sundsten, and daughter, Tala. Funeral services were pending.
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• Football

Black Bears ready for home opener with UMass
Minutemen coach Mike Hodges returns to Orono
cute our game plan, we'll be ok."
The Black Bears had an even record at
home last year as they finished with a 3The UMaine football team will return 3 mark, although a home game against
to action this weekend for their home Northeastern was played in Portland.
As the Minutemen make their way to
opener against the University of MassaOrono this weekend, UMass head coach
chusetts-Amherst.
Despite trailing in the all time series, Mike Hodges will be returning to his
the Black Bears have had the Minute- alma mater where he graduated in 1967.
Hodges was a member of the UMaine
men's number in recent years as they have
won four of the last five meetings includ- football team in 1965 when he played for
former Black Bearcoach Harold Westerman.
ing last years 22-14 victory at UMass.
"It's always special to come back to
With a new found confidence and a
convincing win in the season opener, the
Bears are ready to go said senior wide
receiver Rameek Wright.
"Things are going really well," said
Wright. "If we play the way we are
capable of playing we will win the game."
As the Black Bears look to go two up
on the season, the Minutemen are still
looking for win number one on the year
as they dropped a 21-6 decision to Richmond two weeks ago.
"UMass is going to be fired up for
they really want to get that first win," Maine and it always will be," said Hodgsaid Wright. "However,all we have to do es. "UMaine is such a good school and I
is play our game. If the defense can play had a great experience there."
the way the way they can and if we exe"It's the tenth time I've been back to
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff

"Mickey Fein is an
excellent quarterback,"
said Hodges. "It's time
to get ready for UMass
and the Black Bears."

Maine and there are some very special
people there," added Hodges.
The last six meetings between the two
schools have been decided by eight points
or less and Hodges expects that trend to
continue come Saturday.
"UMaine will be a very good test for us,"
said Hodges. "This weekend it could come
down tosomeone making a big play at the right
time or a big turnover at the wrong time."
If the Black Bears are to come up with
the big play on offense they will have to
find ways to shut down UMass linebacker and pre-season All-Atlantic 10 member Khari Samuel.
"Khari has played very well for us and
he is potentially a very good football
player," said Hodges. "He's a junior
captain and he deserves it because he is
an excellent leader."
Samuel recorded 19 tackles against
Richmond in their opener and had 11
tackles against Maine last year.
Starting at quarterback for UMass is
sophomore Jeff Smith who started in seven of the ten games he played in last year
as a true freshman.
The Minutemen are experiencing the
youth transition this year, and Hodges
said that his team will look to improve
their running game which went south

against Richmond in their opener.
"Jeff Smith did very well for us in our
opener but we just couldn't run the football," explained Hodges. "We're rebuilding our running game,but we'll be ready."
The Black Bears backfield was a whirlpool of speculation in the pre-season,
however, Trey Johnson has appeared to
move to the forefront. He carried much of
the running attack last weekend against
Rhode Island when he rushed for 86 yards.
Despite the emergence of the running
game, the Bears remain strong at the
receiver position.
Quarterback Mickey Fein has picked
up where he left off last season when he
accounted for all four Maine's touchdown's last weekend.
"Mickey Fein is an excellent quarterback," said Hodges. "It's time to get
ready for UMass and the Black Bears."
Leading the Black Bear air assault is a
talented crew of wide receivers including
Wright and co-captain John Tennett.
Wright said that both he and Tennett have
been rallying behind each other all season.
"We're more of a team. If I make a
catch, JT(John Tennett)is the first one to
congratulate me," said Wright. "Everyone is together and no one is selfish for
we just want to win."

• Field hockey

Maine to battle Yale in semi-fmal rematch
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
The 2-1 field hockey team will meet up
with Yale this Saturday afternoon in a rematch of last season's ECAC semi-final
game.
In that game,Maine defeated Yale 2-1 in
OT,and had goals from Dedra DeLilli and
Annie Elkanich. Cindy Botett had nine
saves.
The two teams also met in the regular
season, with Maine taking that game 4-3 on
two goals from Jeni Turner and scores from
Brianna Banks and Karen Hebert.
Maine is coming off of a 6-1 victory
against Davis and Elkins College on Sunday, while this will be Yale's second game
of the weekend after playing the University
of New Hampshire this afternoon.
Head coach Terry Kix said she expects
the Bulldogs to be highly competitive coming off today's game against UNH.

"They have a tremendouscoaching staff,
and we have a lot of respect for that," Kix
said. "We expect them to be fresh and sharp
and excited about their season."
Despite the fact Yale will have played
one game by the time they meet Maine,Kix
is not worried she will not be able to scout
them in game play, therefore going into a
game without some vital knowledge.
"It's early in the year, and I think all
teams are capable to play strongly or need a
few more games under their belts," Kix said.
"Any time we play against an unknown, we
need to be as sharp as we can, and hope we
can be prepared enough to be successful
against them."
The 1 pm game will be played at a semineutral site in Gorham, ME. The team was
originally supposed to play in Cape Elizabeth, ME,but due to their homecoming,the
site was switched. Kix said, however, that
Gorham's field has the reputation of being
one of the best grass facilities in the state.

FROM THE DEN
omen's soccer debuted in
1987, and their first year
of varsity status came in 1990.
Mona Buckley coached the
Bears to a 6-9 record in the program's inaugural season.

W

Mary-Beth Coughlin and the Bears return to action against Yale this
weekend.(File Photo.)
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• Column

A closer look at the Red Sox all-time worst
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
Yaz. The Splendid Splinter. Pudge. The
Rocket. The Chicken Man. The Hit Dawg.
Everyone knows all about the legends and
lore of the Boston Red Sox, but what about
the really interesting guys — the losers,stumblebums and all-around nitwits who have
caused many Sox fans to cry in their mug of
Samuel Adams every October. Thus, we
present the first-ever Red Sox all-futility team.
Because we're talking about the Red Sox,
there is obviously a plethora of players banging down the door tojoin this esteemed bunch.
Therefore,all all-futility candidates shall have
to meet one of the following criteria:
1)The player in question had an exceptionally bad season for the Red Sox. And I
mean bad.
2)The player had an exceptionally bad
career for the Bosox.
3)The player made an infamous blunder
that has contributed to 79 consecutive seasons
of misery for the Red Sox Nation. This would
also include any dud traded to the Sox for a
future superstar
And so, without further ado, here are
the stinkers:
First Base: Bill Buckner (Played with
the Sox from 1984-87). Enough said.

Second Base: Ernie Riles(1993). In his
first start for the Boston, the Sox were victims of a no-hitter in which Riles made the
final out. In fact, it always seemed that
Boston lost whenever he was in the lineup.
Shortstop: Don Buddin (1953-56).
Granted, he played about a million years
ago, but how can you leave off a guy who
was such a dunce with the glove(30+ errors
three straight years)that he was soon dubbed
"Bootin' Buddin" by the Fenway faithful?
Third Base: NONE. Sorry, folks, but I
couldn't find any notoriously bad third basemen.Some fans may want to nominate Wade
"Margo Who?"Boggs for his infidelity during the 1980s, but unfaithful ballplayers are
as plentiful as bad "SportsCenter" cliches.
Outfielders: Tony Armas (1983-86).
Yeah, he led the league in dingers in 1983,
but he was also a guarantee for 100 whiffs
and a .200 average year after year.
Phil Plantier(1990-92).He came to Boston touted as the reincarnation of Babe Ruth.
Babe the pig would be a more accurate label.
Plantier was adept at three things: hitting
homers, striking out and complaining.
Danny Cater(1973-74). Although he was
more ofa first baseman-DH than an outfielder,
Cater's here to make room for a more deserving DH.The Sox loved this yokel so much that
they traded Sparky Lyle to the Yankees for

him. Cater bombed and wound up on the
bench while ol' Sparky went on to win the Cy
Young award for the Yanks in 1977.
Catcher:Rich Gedman(1981-90).Geddy
was one of baseball's top catchers until 1987,
when injuries and a lengthy holdoutcombined
to turn him into a wretched shell offormer self.
Designated Hitter:Jack Clark(1991-92).
Where should I begin? How about his .210
average and 5home runs in 1992.Then there's
his reputation as one of baseball's biggest
crybabies (no small feat there). Oh, and we
can't forget his tendency to get injured, highlighted by the time in Oakland when he pulled
a hamstring while hitting a home run,forcing
him to limp around the bases in was undoubtedly the slowest home run trot of all time.
Pitchers: Needless to say, there is no
shortage of candidates here.
Steve Avery(1997).Peter Gammons told
everyone that Avery was on the right track.
Unfortunately, the Sox listened and signed
him. Roger Clemens will be saying nice
things about Dan Duquette before Avery
gets another start for Boston.
Bob Stanley (1977-89). See Buckner.
Calvin Schiraldi(1985-97). See Stanley.
Wes Gardner(1985-90)Here is his wonlost record from 1986 through 1989: 3-6,8-6,
3-7, 3-7. His ERA for the same time span:
5.42,3.50,5.97,4.89.Gardner is also the only

player in Sox history to appear in a Gap ad.
Mike Torrez(1977-82) And it's not just
because of Bucky "Bleeping" Dent, either.
After Buckner committed his goof in the
1986 World Series,this schmuck ran up and
down the press box, shouting,"I'm off the
hook! I'm off the hook!" Real classy, Mike.
Larry Andersen (1990) Trading future
MVP Jeff Bagwell for this bit player is
comparable to trading caviar for pork rinds.
Gene Conley (1957-62) He once jumped
the team on the spur ofthe moment so he could
move to Israel. When he arrived at the airport,
he realized that he had forgotten his passport.
After the season, the Sox forgot all about him.
Matt Young (1991-92) Yeeeeeeeeeesh.
Manager:Chick Stahl(1906)Managing the
Sox, combined with personal problems, drove
Stahl to commit suicide before the 1907 season.
Dishonorable Mention: Catcher Marc
Sullivan(1986-87)was on the Red Sox mainly
because his father was a part ownerofthe team.
He responded by hitting .169 in 1987... First
Baseman-DH Sam Horn (1987-89) wowed
fans by hitting 14 homers in a short stint with the
Sox in 1987, but then hit.148 over the next two
seasons ... And while he was a solid player for
the Sox over a number of years, George
"Boomer"Scott(1966-71, 1977-79)deserves a
nod for batting .171 in 1968 and then asking for
a raise at the end of the season.

• Soccer

Black Bears look to get back in win column
By Darren L. Pare
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine women's soccer team opens up their home schedule
this weekend against former division II
school Quinnipiac College on Saturday
morning at 10:30. .
The team is coming off a loss in the
final round of the Wake Forest Nike Invitational. The Lady Bears were heavy underdogs against nationally ranked Wake
Forest, but played up to their level as they
dropped a tight knit 3-2 contest to the
Deamon Deacons.

In the first round the Black Bears defeated High Point University 4-0. Senior
Kelly Stubbs sparked the Maine offense
during the tournament.
A former University of Maine basketball player, she scored two goals and assisted on two others.
The play of Stubbs over the weekend
earned her America East Rookie of the
Week honors.
To go along with her Rookie of the
Week, Stubbs was also named to the alltournament team along with teammates
Mary Wells and Tamara Vaughan.
The Black Bears (1-3) are looking to

USED BIKE
SALE
MON -TUES SEPT. 15th & 16th

RENTAL FLEET LIQUIDATION
RALEIGH
CANNONDALE
GIANT
Air
1Pr

AW.P.
9:00 AM
LOVVN ROOM
STUDENT UNION

ACADIA BIKE
288-9605

get back on the winning track against
The Bears dropped an overtime deciQuinnipiac (1-1) who are only playing sion to nationally ranked Rhode Island last
their third division I game.
weekend. Benoit expects that UMass will
Though coach David Patterson admits provide the same type of intensity that the
he doesn't know too much about Quinnip- Rams displayed in Orono last Saturday.
iac he says that it shouldn't effect his team
"UMass has had our number," said
too much.
Benoit. "The Rhode Island game was very
"We prepare to play our game," Patter- physical and this match should be too."
son says about his teams preparations for
Benoit says that UMass's playing field
the season.
has the making to create a more up tempo
Offense has been the problem for the and physical game.
Black Bears so far this year. The team has
"It will be a dogfight for New England
been shutout twice so far this season.
soccer is not always pretty,"said Benoit. "The
"We've played four games and only field at Umass is very small and that means it
scored six goals, so we are focusing on has the potential to be an ugly match."
creating scoring chances," Patterson said.
Although the team is getting some strong
Men
support from freshman Aaron Benjamin
The UMaine men's soccer team will and Ricky Brown, Benoit credits the midtravel to Umass-Amherst this weekend fielders of Ted Sherry, Nate Winkel, and
for a game against the Minutemen.
Andy Gustaferro as creating most of the
Black Bear goal tender Nathan Benoit scoring opportunities for the Bears.
said the team is upbeat as the caliber of
"Our play of the midfielders is undertheir opponent continues to rise.
rated," remarked Benoit. "Ted Sherry,
"I'm real optimistic and our quality of Gustaferro, and Winkel are responsible
play has been excellent," said Benoit. "Our for creating our scoring chances, and it is
level of opponents we are playing is unbe- up to our front guys to knock it home."
lievable,however, we have improved game
The Black Bears return home the followto game."
ing weekend for a game against Quinnipiac.

tiMi0 SpOrtS: victory,:e cefeat,the Ode,
Read it I I Sports,
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• Baseball

Maine opens fall schedule
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
So what if UMaine baseball isn't supposed to begin until February? Fans will
be able to enjoy a sneak preview of the
'98 Black Bears as fall baseball starts up
tonight at Mahaney Diamond against the
Canadian national team.
Head coach Paul Kostacopoulos is a
firm believer that a fall practice can provide benefits to a team in the long run.
"In the fall, everybody has an opportunity," said Kostacopoulos, 1997's
America East Coach of the Year. "The
chance for that kid isn't always there [in
the spring].We really want to teach kids
to set up hitters."
Defense is the top priority ofthis years
FallBall, according to Kostacopoulos.
"We want to be able to build a team
defense in which we know what we're
doing," he said."Indoors, we really don't
have an opportunity to do that,[while) in
the fall, we have a chance to improve."
Another main goal for Kostacopoulos is
to build up the pitching staff, which is currently a question mark.With only four pitchers returning from last year's squad., the
staff is undergoing major reconstruction.
Maine will be looking for an ace starter to
replace the graduated Garrett Quinn, 1997's
America East Pitcher of the Year.
Kostacopoulos is hoping for a successful comeback from pitcher Andy Estabrook. The right-hander was off to a
good start last year before hurting his
shoulder during the team's annual FloriMaine shortstop Brian Harvie and the rest of the Bears open up their fall da trip. In June, he underwent successful
schedule tonight.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
surgery to remove scar tissue.

"He can really help this club a lot,"
Kostakopoulos said. "Hopefully, we'll
get him back."
In addition to Quinn, the dearly departed include catcher Nick Caiazzo and
his 53 RBI, which was second on the team
last season. But Kostacopoulos is optimistic that converted infielder Kregg Jarvais can fill the void.
"He's an outstanding defensive catcher," Kostacopoulos said. "He garnered a
lot of attention from pro scouts this summer with his arm strength. I really think
he's going to be able to step in and catch
for us without missing a beat."
With 17 new players on this year's
team, the players may need ID tags in
order to become acquainted with one
another. Among the fresh faces are pitch-

"In the fall, everybody
has an opportunity,"
said Kostacopoulos,
1997's America East
Coach ofthe Year.
er Brandon Brewer, catcher Chris Domurat, and UNH transfer Eric O'Brien.
All three have been drafted by major
league clubs.
Kostacopoulos is hopeful that this
year's newcomers will be able to gel together. "I'm curious to see how this team
will react throughout the fall," he said.

• NFL

Week two picks for full slate of games
(AP) — Everyone has been asking the
New England Patriots about playing against
their former coach, Bill Parcells.
Has anyone asked the few Jets who remain from the 1994 season how they feel
about going against their former coach? For
lost in the arcanity of the NFL is the fact
Carroll spent a year with the Jets, winning
six games, or two more than Rich Kotite
won in the next two years.
Carroll has done everything right
since taking over the Patriots. So have
the players.
Drew Bledsoe,one ofthe Pats who wasn't
enamored with Parcells, has thrown eight
touchdown passes to eight receivers in wins
over San Diego and Indianapolis by a combined score of 72-13.
That's reflected in the spread — New
England is a 9-point favorite over a team
that won four straight in the exhibition
season and beat Seattle 41-3 in its opener
before losing 28-22 at home to Buffalo
last week.
That game may have exposed the Jets'
biggest problem, an offensive line that allowed Neil O'Donnell to be sacked eight
times. Worse,the Patriots' best pass rusher,
Chris Slade,is no fan ofParcells and will be
very motivated.
But ...
Parcells has a way ofgetting his team up
for big games, even when the opposition
looks better on paper.He won the 1990 NFC
championship game and then the Super Bowl
with the Giants that way.
Closer than it looks.

PATRIOTS 24-17
Oakland (minus 3)at Atlanta
Jeff George returns, although he hasn't
had any run-ins with Dan Reeves.
Two teams desperate for a win.Take the
guys in black. Which guys in black?
RAIDERS,20-14
Tampa Bay (plus 4)at Minnesota
The Bucs are unbeaten in pewter.
They remain so.
BUCS,17-16

CHIEFS,17-13

REDSKINS,24-13
Buffalo(plus 4 1/2) at Kansas City
Two tough teams to peg. Both won last
week, but could have lost,
Elvis lives.

Arizona (plus 8)at Washington
The Redskins'opener at Jack KentCooke
Stadium, which probably costs them some
of their edge — no place was harder on a
visitor than RFK.
But the Cards spent so much on the
Cowboys, will they have anything left?

See FOOTBALL on page 20

gicgonald's is Voin'

c ountry

Miami(plus 12) at Green Bay
The Dolphins are 2-0 when they could be
0-2 — that's what Jimmy Johnson contributes.
Not this week. The Packers are mad.
PACKERS,23-7
Philadelphia(plus9)at Dallas(Monday night)
Figure this: the Eagles lose to the Giants
and beat the Packers.
Figure this: the Cowboys lose to the
Cards.
Figure this:
COWBOYS,24-17

New Orleans (off) at San Francisco
This one's off because Leigh Steinberg
hasn't decided yetif he'll let Steve Young play.

starting September 12...

(fry our 'Western Omelette 31c3juffin just $1.69
Our famous aarbeque aacon aurger just $2.29
'Each come in 'Extra 'Value 31eals too!
$1.99 for our (Western Omelette gic,Tuffin (Value "Teal
$3.79 for our garbeque

acon
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8o swing on in partner
for breakfast or for lunch
Have you had your break today?
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Football

from page 19

The greatest auction of all time

Does it matter?
49ERs,20-3
Detroit (plus 2 1/2) at Chicago
Here's a statistic to ponder:
Raymont Harris, 199 yards, 21 carries, 9.5
average; Barry Sanders, 53 yards, 25 carries, 2.1 average.
BEARS,27-20
St. Louis(plus 13 1/2) at Denver
The Rams are getting better little by little.
The Broncos are already very good.
BRONCOS,34-13

-

• Boxing

Carolina (pick 'em)at San Diego
One touchdown in two games for the Panthers won't do and the defense is hurt.
CHARGERS,3-2
Does Your Heart Good

NEW YORK (AP) — This auction
should be "The Greatest."
Morethan 3,000itemsfrom Muhammad Ali's
historic boxing canter — from his 1957 Gokien
Glovestrophy to thecustom-made robe he spoiled
for his 1974"Rumble in the Jungle" with George
Furman — hit the auction block next month.
Ali-Frazier I, Ali-Frazier II, Ali-Frazier
III, Ali-Norton,Ali-Spinks — all Ali's spectacular fights across his 21-year professional career are represented. So are some ofthe
lesser wars: fights against Charley Powell,
Doug Jones, Jurgen Blin.
The items up for sale include key chains(a
tiny boxing glove inscribed "The Thrilla in
Manila");rare fight posters(Leroy Neiman's
drawing for the 1971 fight in Madison Square
Garden);and big-ticket items(a 1966 All letter
to his draft board,expected tosell for$100,000).
"Given Ali's importance, it is virtually

EXERCISE
classifieds
•
American Heart g1
Anock3tion Nr

help
wanted
BARTENDING PROGRAM,
Casco Bay Bartending - 50%
student discount, classes start
soon! Call toll free for info.
1-800-467-2028
4

Apartment in DTAV: a
single and a double room.
I am looking for roommates
for the fall semester or the
year who may or may not
need a little job and who
are pretty much over the
partying stage.
I like
watching sports, especially
the UMaine women's basketball games, movies,
etc.!!! I can tell you one
thing: it is a lot better
than living in the dorms.
For more information call:
Bill Picard at 1-7170 as
soon as possible!
Tutor and/or assistants for
BUA 330( writing course), BUA
249, and SED 401. For more
information, call: Bill Picard at
1-7170 and leave a message as
soon as possible.
SPRING BREAK!
FREE
Travel/ Highest Commission.
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Barbados, Florida, Padre &
More! Free Parties, Drinks &
Eats! Free Packet. Sun Splash
1-800-426-7710.
SPRING BREAK '98- Sell
trips, earn cash & go free!
Student Travel Services is
now hiring campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 for info
about Mexico, Jamaica &
Florida. Join America's #1
student tour operator today.

impossibleto overstate the significance of(this) patterns. All wore it on Sept.24, 1974, when
collection — the largest and most comprehen- he knocked out Foreman to regain the title.
sive collection ofMuhammad Ali memorabilia
Ali's white satin trunks with black trim
ever assembled," Ali's biographer, Thomas from the same fight — they carry the label
Hauser, wrote in the auction catalogue.
"Made Expressly for Muhammad Ali" —
The items belong to Ronnie Paloger, carry a presale estimate of$35,000-$45,000.
who was 15 when All won the heavyweight
Ali's signed terry cloth robe from the first
title from Sonny Liston on Feb. 25, 1964, Liston fight is expected to sell for upward of
and has spent many years accumulating his $40,000. The official scorecards from the same
boxing trove.Among the memorabilia avail- fightcarry apresaleestimateof$60,000-$80,000.
able from the 1964 brawl: both fighters'
The only other set ofscorecards believed
applications for Florida boxing licenses.
to exist from Ali's career — the totals from
This was the last tight that Ali fought as his stunning 1978 loss to Leon Spinks — are
Cassius Marcell us Clay, the name that ap- estimated at $30,000-$40,000.
Folks looking to avoid a big financial
peared on his license. It's expected to bring
$30,000-$40,000.
blow can bid on everything from an All baby
Expected to bring $100,000 is Ali's robe picture($800)to a cigarette signed in 1961 by
from the 1974 Foreman fight — a specially Cassius Clay ($1,200) to an All check from
made white cloth,calf-length outfit decorat- the first Frazier fight ($3,000; it's endorsed
ed with elaborate beadwork and African by All and made out for $248,535.67).

stop by the 4th floor
of chadbourne hall
to place your
classified ad

JOBS AVAILABLE: I have Must sell today 1988 Mitsubishi
a variety of people assist- Cordia. exc. shape in & out, air,
ing me with daily activi- cass., sunroof, ground f/x and
ties, such as feeding, etc., power windows. Perfect for stubecause different people dents. $26000.6.0. Sandy 947feel more comfortable do- 6921 RM 122
ing different things. So, I
have five different jobs you
can pick from. There are
only a couple openings
left, so if you are interested, call right away. For
more information about
me and my disability, look Ready for a spring semester
at my homepage at http:/ in Canada? Very organized,
/maine.maine.edu/ independent undergrads in-wpicar41/index.html or vited to submit applications
call me at 1-7170 and leave immediately. McGill, Laval,
Carleton University deadline
a message for Bill Picard.
September 22. University of
Get paid while having a great New Brunswick (Fredericton)
working
at
the and St. Mary's University (
time
Phonathon. Apply at Crossland Halifax, Nova Scotia) dead
Hall or call Jennie @ 1-1149 line October 6. Contact
(workstudy and non-workstudy Gail Yvon, Canadian American Center, 1-4225.
welcome.)

misc

for sale
Good with cars? For sale
1984 Honda Accord$300. Needs work but has
many new parts! Call
Steve 827-8420
For sale: Sofa $75 & Full size
bed with box and mattress almost new $90. Call 581-8872
Mac Classic, plus keyboard,
printer. Great term paper machine. Lots of software. $300
OBO. 866-5825.
For Sale: IBM computer.
Great for wordprocessing.
For more information call 8667553 and ask for Erin.

HOUSE SHARE large clean
quiet cheap $200+ utilities
in Exeter washer & dryer. 1
commute to campus daily
207-379-4195

Off the Rack Thriftway Plaza
153 Park St. Orono ME 8667867 Only nearly new clothing outlet in Orono now buying and selling. Call!

2-3 br apartments all or most
utilities paid. $485-$650 8273718.

Thank you Pizza Dome owners Bob and Rae for going
out of your way to provide
me with health insurance
when I desperately needed
it. Autumn Katherine Mallett
was born Sept. 1,1997 weighing six pounds one ounce.
Your Servant,
Wesley P. Mallett

Studio apt in old barn 2 mi.
from UM. Room for garden,
dog, parking. Nonsmoker.
$300/mo. Call 866-5825
Orono heated 2 br. apts.
Walking distance to college.
866-2816
Looking for a place to live?
Own rm, Ig kit, Ig Ir, Ig dr, to share
bath. On bus rt. in OT. Call
Jennie @ 827-1978 -info

ROOM FOR RENIIN MODERN, CLEAN APT. 1MI TO
CAMPUS. OUIET, SAFE
AGS Grant Applications are
GREAT VIEW LG
RM
available at the AGS office and in
$250.M0 SM RM $200M0.
the Graduate Center. Due Date:
827-6212
10/10/97
HAVE SOME TIME TO
WORK AT LUNCH? LIKE TO
EARN SOME MONEY AND
GET A FREE MEAL? COME
TO YORK COMMONS.
New 9 hole golf course 4 mi
from campus rte 43 W Old
Town .5 mi from 195 Exit 52
turn left.

apartments
Old Town 2 bedroom apt for 2
quiet mature people. New
kitchen, bath with w/d hookups
827-7269 after 4:30

Private rooms on campus.
Only 270/mo. all util. inc.
Tim @ 866-02833
Old Town area 4brs wsh
dryer pd heat water sewer
spacious kitchen close to UM
storage $800 month Call
827-9468

personals
TRANSCRIPTIONIST research tapes and other. UM
references. Have own equipment call 942-5457

I-PARTY NOW YOU CAN TOO....
INDEPENDENT PARTY
FOR MAINE
345 STILLWATER 04489 OR
7 MICHAEL ST.
TRANSCRIPTION BY TEAL B.
S. English, 95 wpm affordable free pickup/delivery in
Orono
866-4919
janeen@mint.net
Make a difference today. Volunteer for your community. For
more info. call VOICE X1796
SUBWAY QUIZ
Be The First Person To Come In w/
The Correct Answer & Win A Free
Footlong Sub. What can be in
ferred from the following: P v Q
and -P
18 Mill St. Orono
INDEPENDENT PARTY FOR
MAINE WELCOME TO UM.
LET'S KICK SOME ASS AND
PARTY. REGISTER TO VOTE
INDEPENDENT
Join your friends! 9:30 AM Sunday Twin City Baptist Church 559
N. Main St., Brewer 989-6852

